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Preface

I’ve long been a fan of Mike Hoolboom, both as a writer and a filmmaker.
So sitting in the audience to one of his usually brilliant performance
presentations, I had to exclaim “ouch” to Mike’s comments on “why
are video installations so awful?” For I am a curator who has nearly
specialized in showing video installations in art galleries, mostly by
artists but sometimes by real filmmakers.

To turn the discomfort around, we invited Mike to create a video
installation at the AGYU based on his films. The texts here bear witness
to this issue of video installation. The publication includes writing from
opposing points of view that preceded this challenge and set its context
(my “Paint it Black,” Hoolboom’s “Complaints” and excerpt from
“Love Rigorous”) and those produced for the project during or after it
(“The Invisible Man Blog” edited and re-arranged by Hoolboom, 
Chris Kennedy’s “Searching for the Invisible Man,” and Hoolboom’s
self-directed “Invisible Man Interview”), as well as a subsequent
conversation between Hoolboom and fellow filmmaker Yann Beauvais
(“Showing Pictures”). Additionally, Steve Reinke’s “Hoolbus,” an audio
interpretation of Hoolboom’s films that played on the AGYU
Performance Bus in transit to The Invisible Man opening, is available
on the AGYU website.

Philip Monk, Director
Art Gallery of York University
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Epigraph

from Love Rigorous by Mike Hoolboom

I know, I know, it’s a hateful way to start, with a list, and worse than that, a collec-

tion of complaints. Artists it seems, we’re always chewing on a gripe, but when Lisa

asked me for a few words, the first question that popped into my head, the one that’s

stuck there like an unwelcome guest is this: Why are video installations so awful?

Here is my list. I’m sure you have your own.

1. Because boredom is the rule.

2. Because they are slaves to a single idea.

3. Because they insist that there is a limited amount of pleasure in the world,

which must be carefully dispensed and rationed (or else: no laughing in the

old age home).

4. Because every pleasure has a cost, a tax which must be paid.

5. Because everywhere restraint is the watchword. (Call it perceptual bondage,

s/m for the eyes.)

6. Because you see them flickering out of the corner of your watch,

approaching with anticipation only to find

7. Because they refuse even the most elementary qualities of cinema 

(cinematography, montage).

8. Because repetition is repetition is repetition.

Most of the time when I see an installation, rich or poor, state museum, artist

run centre, the living room of a friend, I am accompanied by a voice, sounding out its

tireless refrain: Is that all there is? Cowering beneath the force, the tyranny of a single

idea, the divisions of mind and body may be strictly observed in the “real time” of

these installations which run on into eternity, or at least until someone pulls the plug.

Of course there is no place for feelings. Feelings are not rigorous and exact. It’s

a word that bounces off gallery walls like a squash ball, endlessly returning, this
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rigour. ok ok it’s dull, but it’s rigourously dull. The oed states: “The strict terms,

application, or enforcement of some law, rule, etc.” Rigour is the law’s adherence, the

place of the installation is the demonstration of the code, and that doesn’t leave a lot

of room for something as messy or infantile as emotions. 

When I say “I love you,” I’m not exhausting the possibilities, the subsets and

geometries of my feelings. Let alone yours. Never mind how long the erection lasts.

Frequency of orgasm. Widening of pupils. This is a place beyond measurement and

taxonomy, and in order to shore up the vertiginous odes to subjectivity that comprise

the art “world” a masculinist conceptualism rules the day. That most of its benefici-

aries are also male seems little coincidence. Ideas only please...

—  Mike Hoolboom

Excerpt from “Love Rigorous,” an exhibition pamphlet published by Vtape for 

Nicolas Dufranne’s Moi, mon frère, la fille off-screen installation at the 2004 Images

Festival in Toronto.
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Paint it
Black:
Curating
the
Temporal
Image
by Philip Monk



Radical indeed is the difference between an evolution whose continuous

phases penetrate one another by a kind of internal growth, and an unfurling

whose distinct parts are placed in juxtaposition to one another. The fan one

spreads out might be opened with increasing rapidity, and even instanta-

neously; it would still display the same embroidery, prefigured on the silk.

But a real evolution, if ever it is accelerated or retarded, is entirely modified

within; its acceleration or retardation is precisely that internal modification.

Its content and duration are one and the same.

—  Henri Bergson

A few years ago, reviewers of the 49th Venice Biennale universally
registered weariness with its predominance of video installations. The
black box had usurped the white cube and no one happily submitted
to this inverted demand on their perceptual habits. Thrilled in the
medium’s pioneer days so soon before, the audience was reduced,
with its success, to shuffling boredom. The complaints reminded me
of Jean-François Lyotard’s comments more than twenty years ago on
the “slackening” of experimental endeavour in a demand for return to
various forms of artistic conservatism— even though some now saw
the spectacle value of video projection to be the ultimate form of
regression. What sort of response was this weary intolerance of video?
Even before criteria had been established for its critical assessment, its
presentation was dismissed.

What exactly were these reviewers, representing so many other
grumbling viewers who voted with their feet, complaining about?
Dismissive comments failed to differentiate between the content,
medium, or presentation and, as such, expressed an immediate lack of
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criteria in dealing with this new artistic and curatorial phenomenon.
Or was it that the medium took the blame for incompetent curatorial
presentation, for the failure of the curators to intelligently guide viewers
from one work to another (or even from one type of practitioner to
another), a strategy for which they would have considered themselves
remiss in any other type of installation. It is not enough to simply
supply a projector and a black hole; a curatorial rationale must also be
provided by the installation itself. In light of no criteria of judgement
being offered by critics, it was precisely curating that should have
articulated the nature of the medium. A great opportunity was missed:
there was no thinking of this new “object” of experience — no thinking
of, through, or with the moving image.

Perhaps in the immediacy of response, we should gauge something
of the problem of reception of this type of temporal art. In works where
time is of the essence, viewers gave little time to them. Viewers came
and went, although not like the women of Eliot’s poem talking of
Michelangelo. This torpid restlessness on the part of the viewer, who can
enter and leave at any moment during the work but without experience
of it all, expresses an inability — of what, image, work, presentation? —
to capture attention. Does the temporality of video projection defeat
the possibility of making sense — although conventional movies are
comprehensible when we sit through them? Or is it a consequence of
the simultaneous presentation of multiple works? Does the precinct of
the black box draw a line of incommunicability between works of art?
Do we suffer amnesia passing from one room to another, able only to
understand discrete blocks of experience, unable to link more than one
temporal event? Is MTV to blame for our shortened attention spans?
Or can we only make sense of images or objects in spatial but not
temporal relations?

This is a problem for curators; not only do we arrange individual
objects and images in an exhibition, we direct the attention of viewers
through their installation. Through the progressive arrangement and
juxtaposition of artifacts, we presume to control the movements of the
viewers and ultimately bring them to the disclosure of the “meaning” of
the exhibition — which is never a predetermined thesis but derives from
the display of objects and images themselves — although, realistically, we
know we never totally direct the viewer. This process takes time traced
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through the movement of the viewer through space but is of another
order than the temporality of projections. How then do we arrange
spatial sequences of video projections and organize blocks of time for an
audience’s perception? Given the changes in artistic practice that have
foregrounded video and film, it is no longer possible to segregate time-
based work in separate programs in a space apart from an exhibition.
Thus, the example of film programmers will not help us: their curatorial
practice is no less articulated; moreover, we are still talking about dura-
tional works that do not just succeed each other temporally — as they
do in film programs — but coexist in the same exhibition space. Video
projection demands that we organize time-images, not just wall-hung
images or objects in space. Have we understood the implications of the
change that video projections offer us? Obviously not, since we still
think, as evidenced by curatorial practice, in spatial terms. We are
oblivious to how substantial these changes are, since they are disguised
in audience dismissal. We are unaware that we are witnessing a new
species, not just genre, of work. The new concept of duration thus
derived must change our understanding of art and curating with it.

Let us examine some of these changes by way of an analogy. When
Jackson Pollock transformed painting practice (and the nature of art
with it) by abandoning easel for mural painting, the register of physical
production was matched in the environmental character of the viewer’s
response. (Ultimately, this opened the experience of the work to dura-
tion, as well.) When some artists abandoned single-channel video for
video projection, the image was not merely enlarged (although the bad
press video projection has received is partly due to many artists merely
translating and not transforming the image through the medium of
projection). The switch from monitor to screen may be comparable to
that of painting from easel to wall and, thus, demands consequent
changes in our perception, with this difference: if Pollock’s was a spatial
liberation, perhaps video projection is a temporal one.

When Pollock’s practice opened art to a new, contextualizing
spatiality, the conditions of display eventually revealed art’s new deter-
mining constraints. The “white cube” — as Brian O’Doherty’s 1976
series of Artforum articles labelled the gallery system — was shown 
to be an ideological framework that conditioned art production.
Starting in the late sixties, many artists began to make work from this
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understanding: witness the conceptual critiques of, for instance,
Michael Asher, Daniel Buren or Marcel Broodthaers. Apart from its
economic and ideological conditionings, the architectural space of the
gallery itself was determinant, providing the geometric framework, for
example, for the minimalist art shown within its four walls. A few years
later, some of Mel Bochner’s works, which were nothing but the meas-
urements of the space superimposed on the gallery wall and floors,
showed the framework of art production to be essentially spatial. (A
geometricizing spatiality is the ideology of both representation and
abstraction, providing the unspoken framework for its unproblematic
production.1)

In contrast to the white cube, the black box is not spatially
oriented or geometrically constructed; in the dark, we cannot find its
corners. (If the white cube determined art production, does the black
box determine reception?) If we inhabit its space bodily, it is according
to another temporality than that manifested by the durational art of the
1960s and 1970s — even that of its film work, which, we should
remember, was segregated from the rest of the period’s production
whenever it was displayed. For example, consider Michael Snow’s
Wavelength (1966–67), where space traditionally subtends time.
Duration is only the result of an optical-mechanical apparatus that
configures its images through space: the arc of Snow’s unbroken zoom
measures off time through spatial progression. We never escape the
basic cinematographic apparatus, the optics of which are modelled on
Renaissance perspective, especially when it comes to material or structural
film. Video projection, however, reveals itself to have no materiality
to its medium that can be structurally articulated or represented to itself
in a tautological display of its images’ construction. The medium of
video projection assumes another shape or form. (The appearance of
time-based work in this period, though, signals a crisis that was
expressed across the whole range of art production in temporal — but
not durational — terms. Michael Fried’s instantaneous, “continuous and
entire presentness” and Robert Smithson’s entropic “null time” are two
extremes of response to the new conditions that temporality opened up
for the development of art.)

Returning to Venice, not just the temporal demands of the projec-
tions drew criticism. The situation of presentation itself, the black box,
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was seen to be part of the problem, as if it too became part of the
medium, a perception — or prejudice — opposed to that of the white
cube, which is still seen to be (relatively) transparent to its presenta-
tions. These assumptions speak to the bias toward spatiality in art,
which only seems natural given that it is a visual medium. (It was only
at the origins of modernity, however, with Lessing’s Laocoon [1766],
that visual art was allocated the spatial domain and literature the
temporal realm.) The temporal and physical constraints of the Venetian
black boxes were seen to be controlling and were met with rebellion.
Yet, who is to say that Renaissance perspective, the epitome of
spatiality in visual representation, is freeing or controlling of the spec-
tator? Renaissance perspective reduces the viewer to an abstraction; the
culmination of perspective in the spatiality of the white cube contradic-
torily commands the body to disappear in that very viewpoint.
Surprisingly, the gridless black box seemingly makes us too aware of
our bodies, such that it is physical weariness as much as mental fatigue
that makes viewers exit its enclosures.

What was the commonality among the disparity of works shown
in Venice: video projections by renowned filmmakers and artists who
reference film history; scripted scenarios, documentaries, and conceptual
constructions of real-time events; unedited real-time sequences and the
rapid montage of music video? Generally, reviewers described these
works by their contents alone. It would seem, then, that video projection
is a porous medium, but no more so than film or video in terms of
their content. The difference? In discussing video projection, critics
displaced the medium to the transparent means of projection not, as
in the case of film, to the corresponding means of production and
assembly. This seems to be a major confusion: making projection into a
medium rather than a technical conveyance of the media of film or video.
But perhaps this is how artists are using it, so that video projection
is a place for a convergence of content and concerns, but not the same
type of convergence that the computer screen seems destined for. This
new means is not a manipulation of the product of recording but a
manipulation of the product of projection: the viewer. Video projection
is something other than the degrading of film, as Jean-Luc Godard
thinks of the electronic image. Whatever the source of image in video or
film, video projection digitizes it, but this “degrading” of the image
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leads to other possibilities in the reproduction of film. Manipulation of
the ready-made products or of the artificial codes of film transforms the
space and time of viewing to the dimensions of the virtual. “Nothing is
more destructive for the thinking and imagining of the virtual than
equating it with the digital.”2 The commonality of video projection is
neither its universality as a conveyance of content nor its dissolution of
medium specificity in the digitized image.

The seemingly open nature of the “medium” of video lends itself
to a condition that it, nonetheless, still shares with film and video. The
medium is not in the image but in its reception. (Here is an analogy
to the persistence of vision in film: movement occurs not in the film
material or apparatus but in the spectator.) The medium of video
projection might be… time itself.

In saying that time is the medium of projection, I am not making a
McLuhanistic pronouncement. The medium, actually, is not the message
here. It is not a question of new media but a changed relation to time,
no matter the medium. Perception has already collectively changed; this
condition is only disguised by technique in individual arts. After all, the
changed relations of space and time have been the foundation of science
since the seventeenth century. Gilles Deleuze argues, though, that it was
only at the turn of the last century with Henri Bergson that space was
no longer considered to subtend time, but in the reversal of movement-
time relations, “it is no longer time which is related to movement, it is
the anomalies of movement which are dependent on time.”3

Even though he rejected the analogy, Bergson’s analyses of the
movement-image were coincidental with the origins of film and explicitly
exemplified by it. Unlike dance and music, where duration arises from
performance, film, since the beginning of the last century, has been the
only art form that incorporates duration within its artifactuality. How
it occurs and how film represents time, though, differs. Contemporary
practitioners of video projection benefit from the post-war cinema of
the direct time-image that Deleuze contrasts to pre-war classical
cinema’s indirect representation of time.4 The latter proceeds from the
combination of images (montage); the former issues from the image
itself. (Currently, the tendencies of art and capitalist modes of image
production are in opposition to one another: advertising and music
video, for instance, regress to commodity time, whose segmentations
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and repetitions are spatially based. The installations in Venice did
nothing to distinguish these directions.)

That artists’ works derive from another history, namely film, is not
a problem. Video projection depends to different degrees on film’s
resources, even at times on its direct products (for instance, when
Douglas Gordon appropriates Hollywood film for his projections). At
the same time, it can accomplish what cinema, because of its forms of
presentation, cannot. Because of the profit constraints of its commercial
venues and the conditioned expectations of its audiences, cinema exper-
iments little with its formats and temporal structure.5 The physical
change of context to the black box of the gallery prepares the audience
to expect other forms of analyses that film itself cannot perform.

For instance, to use an example from my own exhibition history
of involvement with artists who use video projection, Double-Cross:
The Hollywood Films of Douglas Gordon, on the one hand, could be
looked at in terms of the noir themes implied by its title, which would
be the simplest way to relate the exhibited works — 24-Hour Psycho
(1993), through a looking glass (1999), and Feature Film (1999).  

On the other hand, the double-crossing of the title also refers to the
re-articulation of these themes through the formalism of the artist’s
appropriations, which seem to be mere repetitions but actually are
surreptitious and duplicitous doublings. Gordon’s foundational act of
separation of sound and image foregrounds all the components of film
(even with the deletion of sound, which necessarily accompanies slow
motion) through projection of a ready-made not the construction of a
new product. This technical procedure is not an analytical end in itself.
Gordon’s intervening act, which sometimes extends a film and some-
times cuts into it, opens a new temporal reality by means of the same,
now self-differing, film. Through a manoeuvre that touches on nothing
but the temporal flow of images, Gordon extends Alfred Hitchcock’s
Psycho (1960) to a twenty-four hour duration that absorbs us in the
psychotic unconscious of its doomed protagonist, where we ourselves
are alternately victim and perpetrator, in a way completely other than
Hitchcock’s narrative representation, while being strictly based on it.

The re-temporalizing of the image that derives from a reworking of
film’s narrative structures is a strategy or investigation that Gordon
shares with a number of other artists who make films that are video-
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projected in gallery settings. Thus, I might now link, in a virtual exhibi-
tion in these pages, Gordon’s through a looking glass to Stan Douglas’s
Journey into Fear (2001) and Rodney Graham’s City Self / Country Self
(2000). Each of these artworks relies, directly or indirectly, on film’s
history, its authors, genres and techniques. Coming from a background
more as conceptual artists than film auteurs, these artists manipulate
narrative constructs, but not as they exist in conventional film. They
work against the transparency of narrative closure and the artificial
temporality that corresponds to it only to produce temporal construc-
tions that seemingly are even more artificial and unnatural. They
further radicalize Godard’s counter-statement that his films do have a
beginning, middle and end but not necessarily in that order — as if in
the case of these artists a work could, for instance, be only a middle
that repeats by diverging, then returning to itself (Gordon), an ending
that recoils Moebius-like through a deformation of time into its begin-
ning again (Graham), or a reshuffling of a variety of alternative middles
in recombinant fashion (Douglas). These anomalies are temporal condi-
tions that can only exist within the virtual — but the virtual is not
opposed to the real, as Deleuze always insists, only to the actual. (As
the works are machines that produce these effects, virtuality resides in
the viewer as a doubling and fulfilling of the time-image.) Extrapolating
from Deleuze’s observations, Brian Massumi writes (and we might
substitute “time” for the “virtual” in his quotation, but they are
already one and the same), “The virtual can perhaps best be imaged 
by superposing these deformational moments of repetition rather than
sampling differences in form and content. Think of each image receding
into its deformation, as if into a vanishing point of its own twisted
versioning.”7

Such virtual conditioning of time, being its medium so to speak,
displaces the calculability of a spatially derived sense of time (normative
time) and establishes another incalculable order for it. “This is the
second aspect of time: it is no longer the interval as variable present,
but the fundamentally open whole as the immensity of future and past.
It is no longer time as succession of movements, and of their units, but
time as simultaneism and simultaneity (for simultaneity, no less than
succession, belongs to time; it is time as whole).”8 That temporal effects
are incalculable does not mean that these artists do not precisely
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construct their works toward them. They do, and this, in fact, is the
whole of their works. The artists calculate the effects; we realize them.
Yet we cannot visualize this whole apart from the experience of them,
even though, in cases, we cannot experience the whole of some of them.

Such is the case for Stan Douglas’s Journey into Fear, based not so
much on the original Mercury Players 1942 film production but a 1975
Vancouver remake.9 In Douglas’s complex version, the plot never seems
to progress as the changing dialogue continually reconfigures to the
same scenes (the timeline branches at several points, joining segments
derived from Herman Melville’s The Confidence-Man [1857] to that of
the original screen source, Eric Ambler’s novel). As the script notes
state: “Journey into Fear is a film installation in which a picture track
loops while its dialogue tracks are constantly changing. The timeline is
broken in four positions to permit branching. At these junctures, a
computer randomly chooses which one of five dialogue variations will
be performed. Each time the picture track repeats a different combina-
tion of dialogue segments is heard until all permutations have been
presented.”10 With fifteen minutes of dialogue, the 625 permutations
make the work an impossible-to-view 157 hours long.

In City Self /Country Self, Rodney Graham inserts himself into a
nineteenth-century costume drama, playing two characters, a country
clod and an urban fop, who encounter one another, seemingly within a
clockwork universe that montage stages. But the ordered (bourgeois?)
rhythm of this encounter dissolves when Graham, the dandy, gives the
boot to his own bumpkin behind in a midday meeting when time stands
still. Nevertheless, in this timeless moment, the action of the kick
repeats itself through various shots in slow motion. Then time restarts,
but once the rustic picks up and dusts off his hat all the preceding
actions, or intertwined destinies, of the two characters recommence,
since we now understand this temporal twisting as well to be the closed
system of a loop.

Graham’s invariant loop and Douglas’s permutational one answer
to the problem, or complaint, of unscheduled entry into a gallery video
projection: any point is as good as any other for the work to commence
its effects. Once we enter, however, we are caught in the devices of a
calculating machine that deforms narrative time and the subjectivity of
our experience at the same time.
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Gordon’s through a looking glass, which doubles Robert De Niro’s
“you talking to me?” scene from Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976),
belies opinion that the artist’s appropriations are mere repetitions.
Mimicry is only a result of a misrecognition on the viewer’s part that,
if one attends the projection’s divisions for only a few seconds, fails to
account for the displacements confounding the work and ungrounding
our viewing. We stand between two identical sequences of images that
begin to deviate from one another based on a geometric progression:
first by one frame, then two, then four, eight, sixteen, etc., until the
delay between the two seventy-one-second sequences reaches 512, then
reverses itself by the same progression to return to sync after about an
hour, when it loops again. What starts as pure mimicry between the
two “characters” quickly becomes an interchange, as over time every
line of dialogue permutationally fills in an imagined response to Bickle’s
original one-sided conversation.

This deviation does not just display Bickle’s dissociated conscious-
ness but plays the spectators, spooling them in and out throughout the
duration of the loop. We are virtually split between two “mirrors”
(between sound and image as well), which pursue two contrary arcs,
one coiling inwardly and the other outwardly at the same time. But
the calculation of deviation creates a temporal difference between the
images, a repetition-in-difference that absorbs us in their unfolding and
refolding. As I previously wrote:

Time between these images is twofold: that ever increasing deviation that the

geometric progression unfurls, which has a logical, linear, and spatial basis;

and that which unfolds and refolds in the virtual space between these

“mirrors.” The first, numeric, series, we know to be mechanical or quantita-

tive in its abstract calculations; the second, temporal, series, we can only

experience qualitatively — without measure. The first series constructs the

work; the second envelops our experience of it. The first is dependent on the

source film; the second is independent.11

The difference between series that construct the work and series
that envelop our experience and that create a work entirely different
from, yet related to, their source is a condition that Gordon’s work
shares with that of Douglas and Graham. Unlike most film by artists in
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the past (which we call underground or experimental and which tended
to be anti-mimetic, non-representational, or non-narrative), artists like
Douglas, Gordon, and Graham base their projections on the forms or
genres of narrative film. Whether based on classical Hollywood film or
its derivatives, these artists’ manipulation of narrative structures neither
simply repeats their plot lines nor automatically replays their time
sequences. While experimental film does not necessarily share
Hollywood films’ normative constitution of time, with its beginnings,
middles, and endings rearranged only by the punctuations of flash-
backs, it nevertheless shares a belief in the temporal present. Film never
escapes the present, even through the device of the flashback. To
deform the temporal present, one must rely exactly on the devices that
string the sequences of presents together: narrative constructs that
montage puts in place.12  The innovation—though seeming dependency
—of these artists is that they make a type of experimental film from
the resources of popular entertainment. Moreover, the deviation from
temporal normativity is achieved only by the anomalous rearrangement
of the elements derived from classical film, so that a new temporality
emerges through the reordering of the duration that superintends film’s
signs and codes.

The site of this emergence is the black box. Furthermore, if artists
manipulate the product or reorder the temporal codes of film, the end is
to return its reception, which cannot be calculated beforehand, to the
experience of the viewer. This is an altogether other temporal consciousness
that film then unravels, where “content and duration are one and the
same.” Putting these three works together in exhibition would reveal this
one and the same condition for the most interesting of video projections
— formal constructions whose outcomes we cannot anticipate but must
experience in their (our) duration.

Reprinted with the kind permission of Prefix Institute of Contemporary Art, Toronto.

Originally published in Prefix Photo 9 (2004).
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NOTES

1. “Among the different lines which give shape to the history of art, there is a clear

and unbroken line of development — a formal, constructivist, conceptual line —

that has a distinct physiognomy of its own and is linked with transformations of

space and the elements of geometric form: flat planes, deep space, proportion,

regularity, symmetry, progression and the structuring of measured relations. The

language of painting has slipped through the ‘radiant node’ of geometry, persist-

ently transforming its invariant properties and restructuring them at new levels of

abstraction. With greater or less explicitness, with more or less divergence of

meaning and intention, Frank Stella, Don Judd, Robert Mangold and Sol LeWitt

are as much geometrists as Piero, Leonardo or Fra Lippo Lippi, but their art comes

from a differently directed mentality and from a different mode of thinking.

Geometrization is a process which starts with tentative schemata and concepts

drawn from Graeco-Roman antiquity and medieval scholastic traditions, proceeds

to the highly mathematicized art of the Renaissance, and ends with the proposi-

tional and deductive logic that characterizes the more conceptual forms of recent

art.” Suzi Gablik, Progress in Art (New York: Rizzoli, 1977): 12–13.

2. Brian Massumi, Parables of the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation (Durham and

London: Duke University Press, 2002): 137.

3. Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and

Barbara Habberjam (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986): ix.

4. Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The Time-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert

Galatea (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989).

5. Obviously, I exclude experimental film from my comments; but art audience’s

knowledge of film generally is mainstream, experimental film being a segregated,

still somewhat excluded, art practice.

6. See my book Double-Cross: The Hollywood Films of Douglas Gordon (Toronto: The

Power Plant and Art Gallery of York University, 2003), which discusses all

Gordon’s projections that are based on Hollywood films.

7. Massumi: 133.

8. Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image: 46.

9. This is also the excessive case for Gordon’s 5 Year Drive-By (1995) that extends

John Ford’s The Searchers (1956) to the five years of its narrative.

10. Stan Douglas and Michael Turner, in Stan Douglas, Journey into Fear (London:

Serpentine Gallery, 2001): 26.

11. Philip Monk, Double-Cross: The Hollywood Films of Douglas Gordon: 138–39.

12. Each of these artists perverts montage: Gordon extends its, so that the slow-motion

extension culminates in a still, as in 5 Year Drive-By; Douglas makes montage into

a near infinite, permutational throw of the dice, which never develops the story;

Graham makes montage transform time in the moment of its twisted reversion,

whereby a cut returns the ending to the beginning.
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Invisible
Man
Interview
by Mike Hoolboom



Q: You’ve shown your work mostly in movie theatres, whether in festi-
vals or as one-night stands in the local fringe house. The Invisible Man
is your first solo outing in a gallery frame. What’s the difference between
the white box of the art world and the black box of the cinema?

MH: The cinema conjures the most temporary of communities. For the
length of a program the first person turns into the third. “We” look
together, sharing the same darkness, surrounded by the same sound,
facing the same picture. It is a collectivity marked by time — for some
duration “we” are in it all together.

This collectivity is both troubled and pronounced in the work of
the fringe. These marginal movies typically attract a specialist crowd
who, because of the history of their looking, are already a community.
Oh, it’s you again. And again. Fringe movies are also a hang out, dating
combine, social service. What else to do on a Friday night in the geek
kingdom? This is the way “community” is underlined in the fringe.
Here’s looking at us.

But.
The third person can be undermined by the movies themselves,

which typically fail to drive to a point, which don’t gather up every
last door knob and wayward glance into a story which resolves, at last,
when we know everything. When this narrative striptease is surrendered,
when movies are constructed as digression or as an open field in which
audience members are invited to wander, it is possible to leave the
theatre with profoundly differently experiences.

I remember watching a Rose Lowder movie that, I learned later,
consisted of single frame shots of a tree. She had painstakingly circled
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this tree, changing up exposure and focus twenty-four times a second.
When she was done she constructed an elaborate printing chart which
ran this negative through different filters in patterns, again and again
across the same length of film, until this single three-minute roll was a
sixty-minute movie. Or at least that’s what she told us later. I didn’t see
trees. What I experienced, dumbfounded, awestruck (and sober) was
the entire history of representation. It was a shuddering, shaking,
quivering procession of history (without sound!), with wars and people
dying and displacement and epic journeys and loves lost and won and
lost again. Then the artist stood up and talked about a tree. A tree? I
was speechless. How could it be? My eyes, those generally reliable
regulatory filters of the visible had created a trip that only I had taken,
though no one in the theatre, as far as I can remember, really had much
sense of what we were looking at.

Most fringe screenings don’t run quite as far in dividing its audi-
ence, nonetheless, the real hero of fringe movies is the audience. What
else to call those who can weather Andy Warhol’s silent multi-hour
stare at the Empire State Building? Or Mike Snow’s spinning camera for
three plus hours in the Quebec wilderness, accompanied by occasional
electronic bleeps? The audience is often asked to create their own
movie. Here is the shared secret of artist’s film and video: that each
spectator is also an artist, a creator. And each fringe movie shares, to a
smaller or larger degree, in this utopian hope: that it might provide the
ur-moment (out of boredom, or rigour, or an impossible colour) that
will turn its audience into artists.

Q: So what about the gallery?

MH: The gallery has no shared time, folks enter it under their own
steam, between laundry and a late lunch, or before meeting a friend, or
while doing rounds of other galleries. Those busy absorbing art like to
speak of the “art world,” a term which refers to that posse of the
dutiful that see the world through the frame of the gallery, along with
the coterie of marketers, producers, curators, and writers that keep the
frame floating. This can also constitute a community. Showing my work
in a gallery has meant, sometimes, a get-in-for-free card, entry into a
specialized membership. I’m grateful for it, it’s always nice to be
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admitted through the front door, though like Groucho I’m skeptical of
any joint that would count me amongst its members.

The biggest difference between the movie theatre and gallery is the
shared look. In the gallery people come and go, sampling the buffet,
watching parts of some things, ignoring others completely, looking at
moments again and again. But mostly browsing. There is no browsing
in the movie theatre, in the gallery the shopping (do I like this? is it
me?) never has to end. It was strange for me to see for the first time
Manual by Matthias Müller and Christoph Girardet, a meticulously
crafted work which splices together moments of 1950s hi-tech, especially
reel to reel tape recorders, and offers a meditation on the cost of this
much utopia. I had been looking forward to seeing it as soon as I heard
it would be shown at a large museum during the five star Rotterdam
Film Festival. Wow. I found it in a low-ceilinged basement. There were
some other things behind it, I can’t remember now, and I sat on the
floor and watched Manual three or four times with a friend. Over the
course of that forty minutes there were dozens of people who poked
their head through the door, but not one actually looked at the movie
for more than a glance. Manual (which is about surveillance, amongst
other things) had attained a kind of invisible visibility. It was showing
all day at the renowned Witte de With gallery, which was helpfully
located downtown, and there were hundreds of visitors each day. But
how many managed to see the work there?

One final example. I was staying in Brooklyn with a friend who
has been a long time Hollis Frampton fanatic. We both heard that an
early movie of Frampton called Lemon had been “installed” at the
brand new Museum of Modern Art. Wow. We had to go check that out,
right? We got there and Lemon was easy to find, parked just outside the
film and video room. It was beaming on the wall in a corridor space,
and this time the traffic was immense, constant circulation. In Lemon,
Frampton shines the light on different sides of the lemon, that’s about it,
and it lasts something like four minutes. A still life with fruit. No sound
of course, that would be too show biz. Jason and I watched Lemon
seven or eight times, and marveled that not one person around us was
watching this movie. In fact, almost all the people passing by didn’t
notice it was there at all. Once again, and this time in the heart of the
metropolis, motion pictures had been granted an invisible visibility.
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The conditions of a movie theatre speak of constraint, and the law
(you must!), and prohibition (no talking, not too much shuffling
around). The picture rules, and the audience has to be still in front of it.
It is the most authoritarian of all the arts, it demands, and out of these
demands it builds a consensus. It creates “us.” In the gallery these
demands are released, and with it the notion of a shared view, and
somehow I can’t help missing this. Another illusory arcadia to pursue.

I am moved to speak of “advantages,” to compare and contrast, to
decide which is better, best, bested. But I would prefer to feel that both
gallery and theatre are simply different. What did my once-friend
Matthias write me in a letter? Am I ready, he asked, to swap the pettiness
and lies and puffed up egos of fringe film and video for the pettiness,
lies, and puffed up egos of the art world? Oh yes. Oh please yes. Above
all yes.

Q: Why is the main character in one of the projections called The
Invisible Man?

MH: There are some people I can never quite bring into focus. I see
them at parties or screenings but whenever I walk over I pass right
through them. Are they really there? Of course they are. They are the
background hum of my life. I provide the same service for many others,
necessary but invisible. (How disconcerting it would be to have to ride
the metro each morning solo, or to be the only person in the super-
market. But could I draw the face of a single person I “shared” a half
hour commute with? Not at all, and I am grateful for that too.)

There are many ways to be invisible. To want what everyone else
wants, for example. The same jeans, the same boy band record, I don’t
want these things so I can express myself (It’s ME!) but instead to con-
form, to fit in.

The Invisible Man is committed to this kind of belonging. He has
spent his life steadily emptying out his subjectivity. How has he done
this? Hard to know, as the mid-section of his life is missing. We are
granted pictures of a child and the middle-aged man he becomes.
Between them lies an abyss of forgetting, the root and momentum of
his invisibility. This much is for sure: “he” is a motion picture
construct, culled from a variety of sources, some well known, some
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obscure. Whether driving a car, taking off his jacket, wandering
through the snow or washing his face, these pictures have arrived from
somewhere else, they precede him, and now have arrived to occupy
him, like an occupying army.

Roland Barthes writes about this in his celebrated essay, “The
Death of the Author.” Here he swaps the usual role of author and
audience, claiming that it is only the audience that can absorb the many
meanings of a text, the audience grants meaning and completes a work,
while the author is the one whom language speaks. The dead author
and the invisible man. The viewing situation of fringe movies, where
the audience is raised to heroic heights, is this not the very condition
that Barthes spoke about as already underway? The great author, the
celebrated stylist, the international celebrity, Roland Barthes, more alive
now than he ever was — how many years after being run down by a
milk truck? Invisibility was one incarnation he never managed.

We know that a text does not consist of a line of words, releasing a single

“theological” meaning (the “message” of the Author-God), but is a space of

many dimensions, in which are wedded and contested various kinds of

writing, no one of which is original: the text is a tissue of citations, resulting

from the thousand sources of culture. Like Bouvard and Pecuchet, those

eternal copyists, both sublime and comical and whose profound absurdity

precisely designates the truth of writing, the writer can only imitate a gesture

forever anterior, never original; his only power is to combine the different

kinds of writing. . . . [T]he book itself is only a tissue of signs, a lost, infinitely

remote imitation.

(Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” trans. Richard Howard)

The Invisible Man is also a “tissue of citations,” comprised of movie
moments which predict and inhabit his actions. He doesn’t take off his
jacket “like” Claude Rains in The Invisible Man (1933), he IS Claude
Rains. It is the same jacket, the same scene. But he is then jolted from
this moment of re-presentation to become a boy on the stairs, and then
Kevin Bacon from Hollow Man (2000), busy washing his face in a
mirror which is unable to reflect him.

This construction site, this overlay of shadows, is granted propul-
sion by its narrator, an English boy who appears dreaming in bed,



running to school, but most often: in the act of writing. What is he
writing? He is busy scribbling down the events of his own life, in order,
as precisely as he can manage. How very many years he has lived for
one so young! And how much younger he becomes as he grows old.
His voice continues to haunt the man he will become, who undertakes
a journey, a quest narrative, though he cannot speak of hoped-for
destinations. Where is he going? Why is he going? Footsteps appear in
the snow without a body attached to them. And this snowy scene turns
out to be a child’s toy held in an old man’s uncertain grip, slipping
away from his grasp, his certainty, his purpose. The boy is father to the
man, his counsel and instructor, his conscience and memory. But the
man sheds his body at every turn, there is no way the voice, the past,
can stick to him. He is condemned to wander without roots or ending.
He has stepped into the vanishing point of the dream factory and so we
watch him slowly dissolve, one picture at a time.
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Searching
for the
Invisible
Man
by Chris Kennedy



Father turned the basement into a science lab designed to make a new

human being. He wanted to make a body whose entire surface was an

opening — a body that couldn’t keep the outside outside. A body that said

“yes” to everything. And then I saw who he was making and realised for

the first time I was watching the circumstances of my own birth.

—  Mike Hoolboom, Imitations of Life

This is the manufactured body of the new age. Softened by environ-
mental diseases, our pores no longer withhold the onslaught of life. As
an attempt at inoculation, we turn towards the camera’s gaze, hoping
that cinema will document our momentary presence. If we can be
captured, we will find a place in history and a place in the future.
Celebrities become human gods because the future will not forget them.
The rest of us, however, can only search for our faces amongst the
extras of the image world. Our subjectivity is afloat, never represented
to us, always fleeting amidst the manufactured gaze.

The short life of the cinema bridged the age of discovery and the
age of industry, and this merger manifests itself in our viewing habits.
Cinema is a corporeal, not abstract, art, presenting material images
rather than dreams. We no longer imagine other worlds. We have an
innate urge to see ourselves through the fiction of the silver screen.
Even more so with the introduction of video, we understand the screen
as a mirror, and we want to see ourselves reflected in it.

A truth emerged from the vicious politics of the culture wars —
we like to identify with what we see. At worst, we view in modular
cultures, where festivals, cinemas and television stations celebrate only
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specific demographic points, one simple view of each of our multiple
beings. We know intrinsically that the image is not an accurate likeness.
Representation fails. As images become more commodified, we lose our
stake in them. While we may have won certain types of representation,
we accept the type modelled before us as a directive rather than a
portrait. As we adorn ourselves in the commodities we wear —
becoming representations of what we see on television — our actual
bodies, and their relationship to selfhood, become increasingly invisible.

This is the lack Mike Hoolboom reveals to us and he responds by
focusing on the need to find the invisible man lost in the commodity
image. In this barrage of images, where are “we”? The image-makers
have forgotten us. We forget ourselves. Hoolboom’s The Invisible Man
installation tackles this unmoored subjectivity directly, trying to imagine
a place for us in a world that pulls towards generic images, the manu-
factured images that make us invisible. The loss of self in a swirl of
images is a reoccurring narrative in media theory and Hoolboom is
equal parts artist and theorist. No one is submerged so long within the
currents of popular culture without coming up with some conspiracies
of their own. Hoolboom has been exploring this terrain for over a
decade as a film- and video-maker and with The Invisible Man, he
situates his observations physically in a gallery.

Much of the discussion in this volume involves the difference
between installation and cinema and what is involved in bringing a
filmmaker, like Mike Hoolboom, into the gallery environment.
Ironically, this parsing is beside the point for Hoolboom’s work. He has
always been a modular filmmaker. As both a way to fund larger projects
through available grants and as a method of storytelling, his short films
often become chapters in his longer work. Compendiums like Panic
Bodies (1998), Imitations of Life (2003), and Public Lighting (2004)
incorporate work that has often stood alone for a number of years.
Projects from across his history are swallowed up as chapters in his
larger pieces. Hoolboom occasionally takes the modularity of his work
to an extreme by demolishing certain pieces of his lexicon when he feels
they have served their purpose, constantly and controversially editing
his filmography over the course of time. His work becomes a series of
accumulations on a theme, amplified by digression and counterpoint.
Moving this process from the cinema to the gallery is primarily a matter
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of juxtaposing these modules architecturally rather than temporally.
With The Invisible Man, pieces from his cinematic works are

suspended in space. Three modules are removed from Imitations of Life
and paired with three new pieces. The Invisible Man becomes a topog-
raphy written across the gallery space. The installed work thus becomes
a montage edited by the viewer moving through space. The work is
still in chapters, but these navigational decisions amplify the work by
physical juxtapositions.

Hoolboom has been welcomed into the gallery at a time when the
art world has turned to cinema for reference. Ideas of spectatorship
are now part of the dialogue, so it is appropriate to turn to Hoolboom,
who has spent years trying to construct an audience. Much of that
work involves active work on the sales pitch, as a writer, curator and
historian of what he calls the fringe — an accurate geographic term for
what others label experimental film. However, he does the majority of
this work through his art, trying to imagine both his audience and what
that audience sees in the images before them.

This attention to spectatorship goes back to his first films from
twenty-five years ago. Although he was a peer to the circle of young
filmmakers at Sheridan College who became known as the Escarpment
School, Hoolboom’s proclivities took him away from their concerns.
While friends like Phil Hoffman and Richard Kerr were examining how
film manufactures truth, Hoolboom was looking at how it manufac-
tures reception. His eye was tuned to the moment the light transmitted
the film frame onto the screen. He was curious about what audiences
took with them when going to the theatre and what they read of them-
selves when they got there. His film structures were designed as social
interactions. His still extant first film, Song for Mixed Choir (1981),
assaulted the audience with a shower of grain — figures only begin to
emerge from the shadows in the second half of the film. For Hoolboom,
this was the birth of the image. The Big Show (1984) prompted the
audience with instructions on what to do while watching the film.
Hoolboom’s attention to the act of sitting in a theatre culminates in
The White Museum (1986), thirty minutes of clear leader, which creates
a blank, illuminated screen, ending with a single picture. Along the way
his voice-over tells of the various things he would have shot if he had
had the money.
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It may seem like this work is aggressively trying to alienate the
audience, but if you really listen, it becomes clear that he is trying to
imagine an audience. The voice-over in The White Museum, his voice,
invites “a movie house dialogue, half-way between sound and sight,
that will leave us a place for our own pictures.” Our place as an audi-
ence is there, with him, imagining anew; owning our own pictures with
imagination.

Our own pictures. After twenty-five years, Hoolboom has returned
repeatedly to try to define his own pictures in the sea of chaos that is
contemporary media culture. Since the mid-nineties, when he was diag-
nosed hiv positive, he has taken on a role common to other media
artists in similar circumstances. He himself became a virus in this media
culture, stealing the images of Hollywood and television in order to give
them new life, as he was blatantly fighting for his own. He interrogates
these images, mourning their inability to move beyond surfaces, just as
we are often unable to move towards political or social engagement. He
continues to imagine an audience, but he also despairs about what he
can present to them. His main concern is why this mass-produced cine-
matic language, which produces such a mass appeal, still feels so empty.
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It seemed in some ways like the end of the line. These images, despite
all the money spent to make them, still have nothing to say.

As many personal filmmakers find the arc of their lives informing
their art, Hoolboom’s nephew may have helped him make the transition
to his next body of work, the work culminating in Imitations of Life
and the installation The Invisible Man. After having put years into
viciously fighting both the virus and his audiences (films that drew the
viewer in, like his most popular films Letters from Home (1996) and
Positiv (1997) were counterbalanced by films like House of Pain (1995)
that very much pushed the audience away), he reached a virtual impasse
in the possibility of the image. Then his nephew is born: a new life, a
new future, and subject for a film (Jack, 2002). How do we look at
the future? How do we look at the future when we cannot see our
own? How do we look at our future through images that do not show
us ourselves? This story arc becomes The Invisible Man, the line of
thought that started as a compendium film (Imitations of Life) and
mutated into an installation.

Last night I had a dream, that the movies I had seen, even in my womb,

they were a prophecy. They were my future.

— Mike Hoolboom, In the Future

A single monitor at the door to the gallery is the first stop of the tour
of The Invisible Man— the birth. For Hoolboom, birth is closely tied to
death. Here we see how images form us, duplicate us, and, finally,
betray us. How do we own our histories when we no longer own the
pictures? The images create a smooth montage about the formation of
cinema and the formation of life — images of men with movie cameras,
women with children, and gushing torrents of rain. Hoolboom narrates
it with text. “Our bodies grow transparent” as the additive properties
of information overload, like the additive properties of light, make us
disappear. “Our movies and photographs, will they help us to under-
stand our last place? Teach us how to die?”

Down the hall, we come to the triptych that divides the two larger
projections, the Orion’s belt that cinches the constellation of Hoolboom’s
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thoughts. Standing like a sentinel that faces the central projection, these
three monitors are like a holy trinity of air, water, and fire. The top
monitor, a piece called Villa Long Walk, shows a child, a man and an
elderly man walking against the pure blue sky, each taking life at their
own pace. Sparks fly in the bottom monitor as a city worker repairs a
streetcar track outside of Hoolboom’s window. In both, the mundane
life carries kernels of all adventure. Life as a long walk; life as suture
and fire. The central monitor, a piece called Last Thoughts, submerges
us in our final moments. Like Alex in A Clockwork Orange, we will
watch our life pass before our eyes on a television screen. Hoolboom
smoothly edits together a series of evocative images: people wandering,
waking up, searching; lights tracing paths through darkness; eyes, veins
and skin and the ground to which this all returns. Every image flows
along in a superimposed rush, as if this were the stream of life, medi-
ated by the films we have seen. As Hoolboom says in Portrait, a video
made around the same time, “once the miracle of movement has passed
the audience would come only to see themselves, each imagining a
home in the eternity of the image.”

The screen that this triptych looks out at is the central piece in this
configuration of Hoolboom’s work. It is Hoolboom’s fifteen-minute
The Invisible Man, which imagines a dialogue between a prodigal son
and the writer who created him. The son speaks of having forgotten
his identity, as he has grown less connected to his source. The Invisible
Man is an attempt at reconnection: a hope that the author was just
away, not dead. If this proves true, perhaps there was indeed a source
image in which we were made. And if the writer wants us back,
perhaps then our fractured subjectivities would start to heal.

The central images of The Invisible Man concern a long trip by car,
through wind and storm, and stolen excerpts from a film featuring a
young boy in a private school. The boy is constantly in a beam of light,
often holding a flashlight. He is travelling, searching, projecting
outwards to see himself. The projection of light is a constant, as
shadows dance across walls in time-lapse. Here we are again in the
cinema, the “place my thoughts began, the place that words came
from, my first school.” However, as the world of cinema has become
commodity, he has lost his identity, starved by gluttony, rendered
invisible by a constant barrage of graven images.
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The writer confides, “As I write, I realise that I am becoming blind,
because there is no one left to see me.” We can only see if we are seen.
If we become invisible, we lose our place in the world of image. There
is something religious about this video, augmented by the formal
surroundings of the boy’s private school and his serious, art film poses.
Cinema was, for a while, a replacement for the church, a transition
point from religious devotion towards public secularism. Now, as we
move to our home entertainment unit, we become monadic, with-
drawing into our modular homes to disappear, en masse. People are
differentiated only if they are seen in the context of others with whom
they can compare. We need narratives to give us authors, but we need
to see and be seen — to interact — to give us life.

Movies mark the passage of time. They are time machines; machines built

for mourning and in some moments they are all that stand between us and

our desire to destroy everything... There are two kinds of terror here. The

terror of annihilation and the terror of remembering. Which will be more

painful, more seductive? How will you invent the future?

— Mike Hoolboom, Imitations of Life

In the final room, the twenty-minute Imitations of Life serves as the
closing statement of the exhibition. Made before The Invisible Man, it
is the central text of Hoolboom’s current thesis on the image. It is a
culmination of his thoughts on the subject and his most coherent argu-
ment. It first existed as the final chapter of his feature length video of
the same name and, when it is encountered in the gallery, it is the final
text. There is no further exit; you can only return the way you came.

The video begins by announcing with megaphones (aided by a
pilfered credit card commercial) that we will be forgotten when we die.
Again, if the camera does not celebrate us, then who will remember us?
This fear of inconsequence is amplified by the story of a woman who
feels that she is doing a disservice to her shadow. Her shadow is forced
to follow her around all day, assailed by the drudgery of the everyday,
serving a dull master. The woman feels sorry for her reluctant slave, but
imagines it can be free at night, in the darkness, where it can join other
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shadows in adventures she can never imagine. Again, the image is our
proxy, enjoying things beyond our dreams. A cinema of adventure —
beyond our frame — that reduces the import of our lives.

With that, Hoolboom turns to science fiction as the future of the
image. Long having abandoned Godard’s Marx and Coca-Cola, we are
now “the children of Fritz Lang and Microsoft”— the science fiction of
the cubical. Science fiction is always apocalyptical — it is impossible to
imagine a positive future from the destruction of today. As Hoolboom’s
textual narrative directs, “Whenever we imagine the world after this
one, it appears as catastrophe, haunted by science, obsessed with death.
In other words, it looks just like today.” We seem incapable of forming
today how we want it; it continues to be an image of despair.
Hoolboom’s question becomes: If we cannot create a better today, how
do we dream of a better tomorrow?

A swirling mass of images stolen from science fiction films illus-
trates the onslaught of power that science fiction portrays. With its
unrelenting camera movement, dragging us through tableaux of tech-
nology and despair, science fiction mirrors the tides of destruction that
seem to buffet our lives. The science fiction we see magnified on two-
storey-tall theatre screens or viewed narcotically on late-night television
is rife with the humiliation of a world outside of our control. It is no
wonder that we turn to images to forget our pasts and ourselves. We
seek erasure in the commodity image from the past that Hoolboom
reveals to us — Hitler youth marching through streets, bombs and
bombed-out buildings, words like “Auschwitz,” “Rwanda,” and now
“Iraq.” This is the draw of images of forgetting. We have seen the
future and it is us.

Walking through Hoolboom’s exhibition takes us through the
cathode ray tube. This is no longer film; it is television. It may be
projected, but the images are stolen with a rental card, not a knife and
splicing tape — cloned and returned to the store, hopefully without late
penalties. The distinction is important, not because of material or
aesthetic values that raise film above video, but because the art of
spectatorship is so different. Film is still communal, but once the video
is released, it becomes private. If it is seen together, it is only after
dinner and only with friends.

Art galleries may be communal, but the patterns of ambulatory
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traffic leave people at different stages of experience. With a revolving
start time, no one enters together. Even our participation in television
traumas depends on when we stumble on the right channel, when the
networks go to it live. In a way, a gallery event mirrors television — no
one walks away together at the credits, they have to stay for the event
to repeat itself — to get up to speed, to find one’s place. And repeat it
always does — the symbolic, tragic moment is replayed again and again,
just in case you missed it.

Mike Hoolboom’s often intense despair in his work is the flipside
of the desperation for contact, the utopian desire to connect. Elsewhere
in this volume, he argues for cinematic experiences because he hopes
for a communal audience and a communal response. The finality of
Imitations of Life, with no further exit, is an attempt both to disrupt
the flow of gallery traffic and to create a gathered audience. It is
Hoolboom’s hope that, if that audience stays, they can all catch up
together. In that togetherness, Hoolboom’s final text will ask, “How
will you invent the future?” Whether Hoolboom’s work can reinvest
these images that he has found so hollow with the weight of new
meaning and hope is the fragile centre of his artmaking. He asks if
there may be another way forward, another way that these images can
reconstitute the invisible man.
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FAMOUS

Philip Monk: Mike, the poet Rilke for a time was secretary to the
sculptor Rodin, and in a book on the artist stated that fame is the sum
of misunderstandings that surround a name. Given that you are often
called the most prolific experimental (you choose the term “fringe”
instead) filmmaker in Canada, in what sense is this a misconception of
your work? And what would you rather be famous or infamous for?

SEARCH

Mike Hoolboom: If I were a scientist researching the pictures left
imprinted on the retinas after death, I wouldn’t flinch over tags like
experimental. But the work I’m doing is not a test case, an experiment.
On the other hand, I could never write, like Picasso, “I don’t search,
I find.” The search is forever primary. The evidence of this search, its
articulation in magnetic fields, is my yield.

The most salient moments of the work (the rub, the thing itself)
must necessarily escape the maker (Leaving me with what? Rumours
and shadows). I answer in this case, like every other, because I’m asked.
Because I’m the most interested party, the most regular guest in this
hotel. Though I’ve never met the owner, I suspect there is none.

Experimental. They used to call it that, didn’t they?
When I was young enough to believe in the past, my work had a

burr attached, some part of it was designed (I can admit this now) to
catch onto its viewer. These small movies weren’t shaped to go down
easy, refusing not only the rudiments of what some persist in calling
entertainment (someone else’s good humour, become mine), but the
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entire field of representation. Longwinded, formless gestures weren’t
unusual. How do you like me so far? Something would stand in the
place the movie should be. Words for instance. Imagine a movie made
entirely of words, with titles asking: “Is this like being in a foreign film
where you only get the subtitles? Imagine yourself living in a better
film than this one, what would you do next?” Perhaps you could say
these movies were testing their audiences (what audiences?), part of an
experiment. Though that’s not how it felt at the time.

    Mike Cartmell: The dispatch of “experimental”: you can’t say “I do not
seek, I find,” the search is primary, and yet the evidence of that search
is a “yield.” Something has borne fruit, there’s been a find, a discovery,
more potsherds from some dig. Philip has suggested your mode is
essayistic, and what could be more experimental than that? The words
bear a common cargo: a trial, a test, a perilous crossing. I have no
problem with “fringe,” of course, but perhaps it could be thought
beyond its familiar: see what Derrida has to say about it in respect of
his tallith in a book he did with Hélène Cixous, Veils.

MISCONCEPTIONS: PROLIFIC

MH: Having tried to unload experimental, let’s turn to prolific. It’s true
that I’ve made many things over the years, but these have largely turned
out to be sketches and detours. Most of this work was released for a
time, sometimes only a week, or as long as a few years, before being
withdrawn. It’s like the bad habits of others. They are so clear to me.
Only my own bad habits are unclear. So it’s true I have been a prolific
sketcher, and taker of detours, though the body of my work is very
modest in size. Unlike most artists, each year the volume of my work
shrinks. The world is already cluttered, it doesn’t need the noise of my
mistakes, unless they are my new mistakes.

What would I rather be famous or infamous for?
That’s easy. I’m a Canadian. I would like to be famous for being

able to open a beer with any part of my body.

FRANKENSTEIN AND SLAVES

PM: So it seems, Mike, that you want to be a worker in the field of the
image, but what sort of worker: the romantic searcher or the lab-coated
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researcher? Your Picasso mention reminds me of another of his sayings:
“Geniuses do not borrow, they steal.” To a large part, your films are
made of images purloined from others. But they are stolen from the
archival graveyards in which they are interred for some Frankensteinian
purpose. I’m afraid we can’t avoid the image of the scientist in your
work. Yet this image presupposes again the lone genius (not the team of
institutional researchers or analogous film production crew), when it
seems you must have some service to request images from, or some
image slave working in your cut-and-paste lab. Maybe you are that
slave to the image, with a passionate need to absorb all its history, or
the mad scientist who transfers the image’s last trace from the retina of
a dead man, an experiment sometimes produced with the cut (or edit)
of the guillotine. Given this drive to address the archive of the image,
and a passionate desire to identify with the image, to become one with
it, what looking is required to make your work? And what kind of
looking is required for its reading?

GREECE

MH: As I get older I understand why Markopolous and Beavers decided
to show their work only once a year on a Greek island, everyone
attending arrives out of some modicum of personal necessity. It was
special, that’s all, not just more junk on the pile, conversation starter
for the bored at heart, specialist fodder, some way to pass an hour or
two between shopping and the news or the next real movie, the one
screaming from newspaper adverts and Jumbotron displays. I’ve been
relatively fortunate in getting my work shown, but what I can’t vouch
for is “the kind of looking required for its reading.” Is the audience
seeing anything? The answer has something to do with the invisible (the
transmission of pictures, the way pictures move from inside me to
another inside like this: I love you).

Like the witness to any calamity, one can expect only unreliable
answers.

ANSWERS

Philip, do you believe in the First Law of Thermodynamics? That
energy is neither created nor destroyed, only transferred. I always took
this to be an argument (secreted of course) for the transmigration of
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souls. I ask because your questions have an alarming, inquisition-like
precision. We are only beginning of course, but already I can sense
endgames lurking behind your inquiries, and I fear that everything I
say, and more importantly fail to say, moves me closer to a future
which is never in doubt, which has already been written, or at least
anticipated, by answers which pose as questions.

BODY

I have worked in the fields only once, under circumstances so unlikely
(Is there a mathematics of the unlikely? Is that what comprises the
science of statistics?) that the punishment which ensued was continually
overturned by surprise. It was a trip I made in order to keep myself a
secret, and it succeeded beyond my fondest hopes. Taking me up on idle
party chatter, a friend and I hitched cross-country to the interior of
British Columbia where we attempted to follow a hand-drawn map that
sketched some forgotten corner of the interior. There we would meet
(When? When?) a passing troupe of tree planters who would surely
take us on. Pre-cellphone, pre-internet (except if you worked for the
Pentagon). We ran out of food on day three, and they arrived the next
day and promptly took us on, out of pity I think. The work was merci-
less, the crew was fearsomely dysfunctional, and most of the thousands
of trees we planted that summer were laid into fresh burns ensuring
they would never grow. Inside two weeks, eighteen of the twenty
rookies had quit and, after another month, number nineteen broke his
back. The only other Mike on the crew was a pal of the manager who
had come out to quit heroin. Everyone called him Spike except in the
morning when it didn’t seem possible someone could look like that and
be alive. 

We planted from five to five, and after a few weeks of solitary work
I had become a body. There were hardly thoughts anymore, I could
muse about the grapefruit I was going to eat all morning. The restless
chatter dimmed, I had been returned at last to my status as meat.

These days, it’s true I’m still in the fields but when I look out it isn’t
fresh burns I’m climbing but media piles, pictures flowing in every direc-
tion: Insisting, suggesting, demanding. Mediascape not landscape. As I
pick my way through the views of strangers I feel I am moving towards
the same end. Déjà marché. If I continue to work hard enough I might
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become, once again, a body. I understand very well that traditional
picture relations will not allow this to happen, have been framed exactly
to make this impossible, so I can’t just buy my ticket and go see the
movies with everyone else. Instead, new relations of pictures need to be
developed so that I might become a body, again, and for the first time.

FORGET

Many who see my work are committed, like me, to forgetting. My
work is necessary, as part of an alternative axis of forgetting. Some are
committed to this project of collective amnesia via regular attention to
reality television, sports or sitcoms. Others prefer artists’ films and
videos. The difference between the two is subtle but distinctive.
Television produces forgetting based on a cruel and violent loneliness.
Artists’ work produces forgetting based on a communal loneliness.

ALPHAVILLE

Kika suggested that the 40th anniversary of Alphaville be celebrated by
swapping all the bibles in Paris hotels for dictionaries. Unbeknownst to
us (lacking the means for a starred roof) an exchange has already taken
place. The bibles are gone, replaced by entertainment guides. For those
who want to stay in, there are movies, sports, and the porn channel.

It’s my body, but it’s not my science.
I’m probably remembering badly, but in the old days (we had

stories then, but didn’t know how to write them yet) we would say and
say again: here goes nothing.

CHEERIOS

The films we used to see back when, when we were younger than the
movies we watched, were part of the invisible. Now that the history
of cinema is increasingly available (meet MacPicasso: “I don’t google,
I find”) these pictures come and go like Kleenex, roomfuls of master-
works provide temporary distractions, their pronounced visibility
insisting on a serial viewing (“Bet you can’t eat just one”) until they
shape shift into the mirage of witness.

The difficulties of first world pictures. Maybe it’s just me. Could I
speculate? The difference between analog and digital pictures is that in
the former regime pictures marked the past, while digital pictures mark
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the place pictures used to be. They are placeholders, frames. They issue
from cameras large and small, from broadcast centres and living rooms
in order to disguise, or cover up. The analog tragedy is that there is too
little to bind the wounds of the past. The digital tragedy is that there is
too much.

Ridiculous I know this totalizing impulse. Why not add: some-
times, in some places. Cue the exceptions, the exceptional even. In this
culture of forgetting, I can at least depend on it all being washed away.
And as a last resort, an evocation of the first person.

Here’s a list of the top ten things I’ve forgotten:

1. My father’s birthday.

2. The number of people (in the thousands) who have died of AIDS since I

started writing this post.

3. The number of people displaced by the building of 30 large, 135 medium

and 3 ,000 small dams along the River Narmada in India.

4. The number of people who died (in the thousands) in the Turkish earth-

quake of August 17, 1999 because of government incompetence.

5. The first time my nephew Jack saw for himself.

6. The lyrics to the chorus of Smells Like Teen Spirit after: “Here we are

now, entertain us. A mulatto. An albino. A mosquito...”

7.

8.

9.

10.

Yes, a tsunami of forgetting. When I shaved this morning it never
happened. An Afghanistan of forgetting. When I spoke to Jean about
her miscarriage the country no longer existed. If you prick me, don’t I
forget?

ENTROPY

PM: Actually, Mike, I believe in the Second Law of Thermodynamics
more, the one on entropy which states that all systems lose energy and
wind down eventually. I don’t so much anticipate an endgame to our
interview as a final exhaustion on one of our parts, as one of us
questions and the other tells stories. Stories, I believe, will win out over
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questions; there are more of them. Barthes tells us of Buddhists whose
ascetic practice enabled them to visualize landscape in beans.

STORY

No interrogation on my part to predetermine you guilty. An interesting
tactic on your part, though — literalizing my words to tell a story. I’ve
noticed this in you: the resort to stories. I have to generously assume
that these deviations are not meant to sidetrack me but rather are alle-
gories of sorts for your enterprise — which leads to my next question.

ELEGY

Strange mode of forgetting, this surfeit of images, the amnesia of surfeit
our culture imposes on us, which is not so much determined by content
(the television genres you list) as by form. Your films technically collude
in this by the practice you so vaunt over video installation: montage.
But I thought your recent films, while taking as their subject the forget-
ting images impose, are elegiac. They memorialize what has already,
or is about to, disappear. A text in Imitations of Life reads “Our
movies are machines built for mourning.” If for the moment we ignore
that these machines are egoless, your films seem to be traditional elegies
lamenting the passing of time, which of course are, at the same time,
allegories of death. Yet yours seems a double lament, or rather one
seems to allegorize the other. While your project at the Art Gallery of
York University seems to take as its subject what I call a birth to cinema,
a life that takes place completely within a film universe, it still relates
(even if it de- or re-chronologizes it) passages of life from birth to
death. While this story is told through images culled from extant film,
at the same time it is a story of, and allegory for, the demise of film.
We inhabit a period when film is ending, a death (so to speak) that we
mourn. This twentieth-century art form, born just before the century
began, ended before it was over. Its demise coincides with its archiving.
For the first time in its history all of film’s history is available to us,
created and transformed we note by the very means that would ensure
its demise: the electronic image. Ironically, by your very project of
appropriating film images to make your own work, you participate in
the movement (one from producer to consumer /recorder that you share
with the visual artists you seem to ridicule) that signals the end of film.
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Does this condition fundamentally determine your practice or just
fortuitously coincide with the themes you are invoking here?

LATE

MH: You’re absolutely right, I arrived too late. The entrance over the film
school door might have read: The End Starts Here (though it wouldn’t
have dissuaded me, or anyone else I suspect). When I began working
the labs closed as costs spiraled out of control, and “globalization”
turned the one dependable lab in town into a Hollywood reprint
factory. The “heroic” period of this making had also passed, Fred
Camper famously argued that no major film artists had started work
after 1980. Yes, we were all too late, the great works had already
been named, the monuments erected, and now material conditions were
bringing the curtain down. How lovely then to take up the mantle of
film’s dreaded other, which promised maximum access at low resolution,
a revolution of means no less, along with art world hopes and broadcast
reimaginings.

Because I arrived too late, the room (of my art, my personality) is
already filled with pictures, it is my task to arrange them, to de-select
and frame. Not to see, but to see again. Not presentation but represen-
tation. No more homecoming and nostalgia, the wounds of returning.
We are already here, aren’t we?

This form of art making does not evoke Frankenstein so much as
another, slightly more contemporary myth: the invisible man.

NEPHEW

Yes, Philip, you put it so well, we are presiding over the death of a
medium which has been pointed, all along, towards a double end. I
think cinema serves first of all a memorializing function, each movie
is a pyramid, a reminder (for instance) that my nephew’s face passed
through my street in the summer of 1998, and never again. A street
which he can’t recall, a two way division which has undergone such
tremendous change, it can’t remember itself. All that is left is a memory
prosthesis, a few frames of celluloid to hold up against the forgetting
that attaches itself to every day we spend together. I watch us slipping
away even as we share a laugh. Who are you again? Blood of my blood.
Growing quickly older than me though he is not yet a teenager. 
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I search for my nephew’s face in this footage, and it is nowhere
alike, not in two consecutive frames, though there are 24 each second.
My camera is a crude instrument. If I could have made 100 or 200
frames in a second I might have found the place where his face endured,
performed continuity, where it might have stopped. Frozen into a death
mask? Or begun the work of reflection, imbedded a small pause in the
moment, stepped out of our relentless chronology and allowed himself
this chance to remember, to bring something from the unbearable past
into the present. Instead, he allowed me to film him that day, a task I
no longer undertake because he’s outgrown it, now that our face-time
is shrinking it needs to be fully absorbed and forgotten as quickly as
possible. The camera had to be put down because there is already too
much between us, the camera serves only as another reminder of what
belongs to my world, and what to his. But also, I have to admit this
too: the ongoing portrait, wrestling the energy of one plus one equals
three (two subjects and a recorder) calls for a new kind of intimacy
I’m not ready to commit to yet, something in me is also withholding,
keeping my distance, worried that it might be another promise I won’t
be able to keep. The cinema, when I go to see it, when I go to live
there, is also a promise I won’t be able to keep. A rare satisfaction.

WE ARE THE SUBJECTLESS PRODUCTS OF NEW MEDIA

PM: Eventually, it will be impossible for the inquisitor to pin down
his respondent, through what you label my endgame strategy, with your
oblique, poetic parries. Ours is doomed to be a crossed communication
that only connects in its details. For instance: Paul Virilio and Friedrich
Kittler, like Godard, have traced the sullied origins of cinema to its
complicity with the war machine. Kittler maintains that we are the
subjectless products of new media, a condition I think that your work
explores in terms of the images produced by the institutional machine
of film. To escape its origins, what might film become at its conclusion
to expiate its birth condition, turning its machine and images to other
ends, analogous to transforming swords to ploughshares (not a
metaphor you poetically will appreciate: too Soviet film school)?

END OF FILM

MH: The end of the twentieth century in artists’ film was filled with
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small movies processed by hand, film as handicraft, the spectacle come
home, rubbed and torn and mistaked. Analogued. These mottled
surfaces are reminders of a vanishing material, each of them an elegy,
but also a curious fetish. How lovely film looks now, torn and shredded
and granular, and lovelier still each moment it draws closer to the very
end, to the last batch of chemicals dispatched from Kodak. I am also
seduced by this beauty, though my delight already measures how much
I long for the end I am busy lamenting. (What else could produce this
feeling, this delirium, which is not quite of this world, but threatens to
take me, and how many others, across the threshold.)

A medium begun with a double purpose (at least). To grieve, to
mark the passing. But also, as Godard insists in his Histoires du Cinema,
part of the war machine. He places cinema’s genesis moment on the
battlefield when a sphere is turned into a cone, the inauguration of
projection ensuring that slaughter might be more efficiently engineered.
Become a science. How many pictures have already sanctioned the
brutalities of empire, and how many more to come?

WHY IS FILM DYING?

Demetra Christakos: Mike, why is film dying? Is there solace in looking
back in time to the fifties, when there was anxiety about the death of
film at the advent of television as a mass medium? Technically, and
literally, why could or would films not be made? Kodak continues to
make motion picture film stock, perhaps different kinds. Might not
your own work lead other artists towards new and future possibilities
for film, traditional or experimental?

MH: Demetra, don’t get me wrong, motion pictures will go on (and on),
long after we’re gone (though the hope in their invention, that they
might be used to raise grieving to a science, is rapidly waning). Why
would films not be made? Because they don’t make enough money.
Have you ever visited Deluxe Labs? Their primary function is to
produce prints for expensive American movies. They manufacture
roomfuls of prints, all of which need to be paid for. Not to mention the
shipping costs. Imagine in their place a signal beamed from satellite, or
hard discs, or anything really, which didn’t require the production of
miles of coated plastic and cumbersome analog lab technologies. There
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will be no film at the end of the next century, hard to imagine anyone
will run films of any kind, by anyone, not even in the most specialized
kind of museum. The passing of the horse and carriage does not make
me sad. When all pictures are three dimensional, the work of Paul Sharits
and Michael Snow will finally look like the documentaries they are.

DC: Philip, when did film die? Is it the inevitable passing of our genera-
tion as an audience for film that we mourn, or perhaps the filmmakers
we know in our own time? Are you pointing to the fact that visual
artists use film in sculptural installations as evidence that film has died?

PM: Mike has answered that film will go on but that its materiality will
change. No technology ever really disappears; people still throw pots;
even more technical forms return to a handicraft status when industry
abandons a material/device as outmoded, such as when individuals
make film for vintage cameras. Artists still hold onto the technology of
Super 8 and that tenacity, hopefully, will continue up the mm chain as
film technologies are further abandoned. Film didn’t die with the advent
of television, it went through a supernova of spectacle because of the
pressure, but television’s marriage with the vcr signaled an invisible
death shudder that marks the period of film’s demise coincident with its
archiving. At the same time, the recombinant dna of film was mutated.
The electronic image has disturbed the unique union of optical
mechanics and chemical process and turned the phenomenality of the
film image into something else.

THE LOVE-IN IS OVER

The film portrait of your nephew (the one plus one equals three of
two subjects and a recorder) opens a situation that exceeds the terms
of a closed set: it opens to the new, produces the new. But would this
equally be the case for film that bases itself on appropriated images, a
reproductive act? Maybe this is where the art and film worlds, the two
sides that we represent in this dialogue, may collide because I’m going
to get critical now: the love-in is over. You have criticized artists who
make video installations for their lack of knowing that it has all been
done before, with their gallery-affiliated products lacking even the rudi-
ments of film language, namely cinematography and montage. I have
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partly tried to answer this charge in an article I wrote for Prefix a year
ago [a version of which is included in this volume]. But to return the
critique: images in themselves have no language; they must be contextu-
alized to make any sense. Kuleshov’s experiments with montage showed
that a single image could be inflected to contrary meanings depending
on its juxtapositions (wickedly parodied in Robert Lee’s AK 47) —
exposing the problem as well as the potential that the history of film
has been.

MH: Yes, they still call it shooting, don’t they? Without the repeat-
action rifle, no camera gun from Marey, no cinema certainly, which
relies on the same rapid progression of still frames (“silver bullets,”
Bruce Baillie called them once). And I can’t help but wonder: does gun
recoil provide the first principle of cinema: shot and countershot?

MONTAGE

I used to believe that eating is best done in Chinese, settling of accounts
in English, and editing in French. I thought that the gluing of pictures
and sounds was called “montage.” Now I understand that editing
occurs wherever pictures are bought and sold, while montage happens
rarely, often accidentally. (When I write “I understand” I am replacing
the blindness of the past with the blindness of the present.) It rarely
troubles me that I don’t find montage in what swimmers like to call the
mainstream, but when it comes to the art world, I enter always hoping,
as I have entered this blog, in the hopes of becoming a body. Perhaps
I’m asking too much. Perhaps it’s too late for that now, but I need at
least this hope (hope is also a projection, in other words, the beginning
of cinema). When I see projections in the gallery I don’t see montage,
not because artists have tried and failed, but because it doesn’t occur to
them. As a result, I leave in the same state I enter: as a ghost. The work
hasn’t begun yet, or at least not the work of montage. What stands in
its place is the act of signing, so I leave with the same bitter sweetness
in my mouth, or the place my mouth would be if I had one. Inhabited
as usual, by someone else, like Blanchot, a writer it is possible to read
without understanding, and who produces montage by living it. “For it
could be that all names — and precisely the last, unpronounceable one
— are an effect of impatience.”
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CINEMATIC CHEATING

PM: Mike, when you put a film together, stripping images from other
contexts in order to place them in your own, you impose meanings
that no longer derive from montage, even though we see nothing but
the effects of montage in your films. Meaning no longer derives from
a montage of images, but from the layering of a dominating narrative
track (most often autographed by your own voice) that makes the
images mere secondary illustration to your text. Isn’t the voice-over
cinematic cheating, an imposition of meaning that Blade Runner’s
Ridley Scott excised in his director’s cut? (Of course, I am playing the
devil’s advocate here because narrative voice-over is what makes your
films yours; and the voice-over has effectively been used to interrogate
the authority of the image. You’ve taken this exercise to the extreme
with your image-less film White Museum, a film I have not seen
but. . . read.)

VOICE-OVER

MH: How wonderful that Mr. Scott could return to his own future, in
order to remove the mummy wrap from his pictures, and allow them to
be seen without vocal prompts. No doubt he was able to speak about
this on the director’s commentary track.

Voice-over always arrives too late, after the image has already been
produced, after the present has vanished. It comes as afterthought,
supplement and appendage, and tries to cover over its tardiness. It is
predicated on the perhaps infantile fantasy that we could return to a
moment in our past knowing all we do now. To return to the beginning
of the story, armed with knowledge of its ending, not in order to
change the outcome, but to mark the flow more precisely. My hope
isn’t to cheat death, but to conduct it.

Perhaps it’s only me. I have to keep reminding myself that perhaps
it’s only me that longs to go back, and stand again in that field with
him, with the words all there, with the knowledge in my hands. Not:
we closed our eyes and kissed and concentrated on the media version of
what we were doing, but: to go back with a script, determined to get it
right this time. The voice-over is a promise I can’t help running over
pictures whenever opportunity calls: that each of us will be granted a
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second chance (though the montage we will be narrating may be the
rapid fire flashback that accompanies the last moment).

Yes Philip, I understand your misgivings about the portrait of my
nephew. What did he look like before “in the beginning was the word?”
Would you indulge me for a moment? For those who haven’t seen it a
brief description: this movie about my nephew begins in the high chair,
and follows him until he is eight years old. The years are marked in
dated chapters, and Jack is seen performing childhood (having a bath,
opening gifts, going to a museum) accompanied by my voice-overs.
The last one goes like this:

The roller coaster returns Jack to a world without gravity but he leaves

quickly, as serious in his pursuit of pleasure as others are about their jobs.

While some are called to manage money or people, he has made happiness

his profession and while he expected this road to be full of fellow travellers

he often finds himself alone here, and resigns himself to his status as

example. How long will it take the others, the giants on two legs, the adults,

to understand that technology is the knack of arranging the world so we

don’t have to experience it? That the change we call progress is just another

obstacle to joy, and that stories have no point if they can’t absorb our terror.

This portrait is a failure because there are no pictures of the invis-
ible. In place of the unwatchable there are words which pass too easily.
I hoped this collision of literature and the home movie would produce
montage, and in other hands no doubt it could, but not this time, not
yet. My nephew Jack can be seen in moments, peeking out, or trying
to, from behind my hysterical captionings, and this tug between life and
its recoding was where the movie was aimed. It has been widely seen
and celebrated and garnered awards in festivals abroad for its sentimen-
tality, its tug of easy emotions, its “humanity.” In other words, I have
been rewarded, like so many before me, like so many to come, for
failing in just the right way. Of course, success and failure are relative
terms here on the fringe, this is not The Zeitgeist or the people of
People magazine, but nonetheless.

VOICE-OVER 2: STAN BRAKHAGE

The maestro of fringe media voice-over (as well as the avatar of off-
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screen space) was Stan Brakhage, the prodigiously talented cinepoet
who died two years ago in Victoria. Stan made somewhere between
200 and 300 films, an overgrown talent in the most popular medium of
his time, but dedicated already as a young man to a distant sub-genre
which ensured marginality and invisibility. If he was still alive he might
add, “I didn’t have any other choice.”

He spent years of his life on the road, stumping from one city to
the next, throwing his movies up into the light and talking about the
way his camera hand carved out that bit of mountain like a painter
might, or the trance state he edited his work in, or the tragic weakness
of his eyes which made him have to labour twice as hard as anyone
round him to see anything at all, and how he had come to focus his art
through his blind spot, instead of, say, his all too obvious gift for gab.
Stan was a five star talker, missionary of the fringe, which seemed
strange at first because his work was largely silent.

John Cage demonstrated to the (music) world that silence was
impossible. Stan did the same for cinema. Before lamping up the screen
he would talk, and as the years bore down he would stand between
shortening sets of his hand painted miniatures and talk again. What he
was doing was bigging up our attention so we could see what had been
passing through him for the past year. When he stopped talking, his
voice echoed across all the movies that followed which turned out not
to be silent after all. I think what he was doing was what Anne Carson
calls “clearing the room.”

I have struggled since the beginning to drive my thought out into the land-

scape of science and fact where other people converse logically and exchange

judgments — but I go blind out there. So writing involves some dashing back

and forth between that darkening landscape where facticity is strewn and a

windowless room cleared of everything I do not know. It is the clearing that

takes time. It is the clearing that is a mystery.

Once cleared the room writes itself. I copy down the names of everything

left in it and note their activity.

(Economy of the Unlost, Anne Carson)

Stan clears the theatre with his words so that it might become, for a
few minutes scattered throughout the evening, our room. So that we



might each have a room of our own. Stan’s introduction is an act which
inaugurates montage with his voice, which arrives to take its place in a
duet (louder or softer, near and far) with my voice, and it is this duet,
this attempt (not experiment) which provides for each of his silent
movies a soundtrack. John Cage left the anechoic chamber in Houston
with evidence of the body’s system noise: heartbeat and blood remain
the first duet. Stan asks us to listen, in each of his silent movies, to the
sound of a room clearing, where the work of seeing might begin.
Couldn’t we name this work ”voice-over?” And couldn’t we say after
him, that just as there is no silence in music, there are no movies
without voice-overs?

VIDEO INSTALLATIONS

DC: You are well-known in the film field but, coming into Toronto in
the mid-90s from northern Ontario through the art gallery side, I did
not know your work until the exhibition Substitute City, also curated
by Philip. In the Art Gallery of York University installation of the work
The Invisible Man, there is a dominant wall projection, looped, with a
soundtrack. Facing it, a tall box at the other end of the gallery holds
three stacked monitor screens, each playing a separate, looped video.
Is there a planned point of synchronicity among the four loops in this
work? Have you done other installations involving several images
running concurrently but independently? What interests you about
installation? 

MH: It’s true, I’ve displayed my wares most usually on festival screens
and pleasure domes, there have been exceptions, of course, but always
at the invitation of others. Philip is someone who believes (can I write
your word balloon Philip?) that artists working in film (and video)
needn’t exist entirely outside the architecture of art. For many of us, the
swim of ideas, the handling of materials, is already common cause.
“We” also have our Dadas and Surrealists to provide pedigree, our pop
artists and minimalists, but who wants to put a multi-projector installa-
tion called Epileptic Seizure Comparison in their living room? Well,
Castelli tried, but that didn’t work out. Technology has done something
to change this (video projectors and dvds instead of film loops). It’s my
hope that Philip’s generosity and intelligence will spread, like a virus,
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amongst those who gather work for display, and that they might
consider some of the so-many past and unremarked loveliness in the
micro-world of fringe media. Nonetheless, like me, Philip may suspect
that many of the finest artists are not making art at all. But that’s
another story. He has certainly demonstrated an interest in projection
(in other words: the future).

No, I haven’t done other installations involving several images
running concurrently but independently. Installation interests me for
several reasons. Each work operates within a system, but also tries to
invent its viewer, to bend its reception. You can’t hear me now,
because we’re in computer land, but I’m whispering. I’m letting the
words run quiet so you have to get up close to hear. My hope is that in
this closeness there will arise some sense of: we’re in this together. 

Installation. Strategies of reception. I like reading books and I hope
some day to write one. An author sits (or if you’re Hemingway, stands)
and writes alone, and when it’s done and printed a reader sits (even
Hemingway sat while he read books) and reads it alone. Maybe I’m a
symmetry freak, but I like this. There is an equivalence of scale and
mutual independence. The book doesn’t open tonight at seven
o’clock and close at nine. I encounter it in my own time, in the midst
of my own necessities. Many of these considerations hold for movie
installations in galleries.

If movies were invented before paintings the art world would be a
dangerous and difficult place. You would walk into a museum and
there wouldn’t be anything to see, only nameplates and chairs. You
get a title and a seat, that’s it. It’s a big room, plenty of chairs, each of
them in front of a blank curtain. If you sit down in the chair, bingo,
the handcuffs come on, the curtain rises and you get to see the painting
for a time determined by the artist. The temptation to abuse this trust
would be overwhelming of course, no artist wants people channel
hopping from their blood, sweat, and gesso to the next, so it might be
a long wait in that chair.

Installations, on the other hand, offer a mobile and independent
viewer, with the freedom to come and go as they please, to return or
ignore, to live at the same time as these pictures. This is also an image
of relationships, of ethics, and might offer conditions conducive to the
production of montage.
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PM: All these military matters in the origin of film are starting to wear
me down for the very reason that they are, as well, metaphors for our
conversation, which makes me feel that we’re engaging in trench
warfare: you lobbing poetics to my rhetorics. I thought I might have to
send up a white flag after your last, long response. Because, after all, as
a curator, what do I know about film or montage? How do we get
unglued from the critique you make of artists so that we can take off
elsewhere? Concepts used to be the domain of philosophers, but when
artists started conceptual art, I don’t know whether many of the former
complained. When it comes to montage, who has the rights to the
moving image? 

TIME

“When I see projections in the gallery I don’t see montage, not because
artists have tried and failed, but because it doesn’t occur to them.” If
montage belongs to the language of film, why should artists reproduce
it if they are not attempting to make a film, but use the moving image
to do something with time? Perhaps a filmmaker like you, obsessed
with time, comes to the same end as artists but by different means.
Ditto for the body you long for. Yet, I think we might live in different
temporal worlds, provinces separated by time zones, when it comes to
film and art because where is time in the image that you long for?
Time in your work seems to be something past, something lost that
film must be recruited to recovering because of its indexical imprint of
the departed moment. Montage is enlisted to that representational
(not presentational) aim because time can only be expressed as the
desire that language evokes through your voice-overs. How might time
live in the image (this is what I think artists attempt to get at) rather
than be represented? What might be left in that still room of the
image (“the windowless room cleared of everything I do not know”)
which is not a “clearing that takes time” but maybe time itself.

TRUST ME

MH: Philip, you’ve just spent a couple of years working on a book
about Douglas Gordon and productively explored questions of morality
and duplicity (what else about an artist who bears a tattoo on his arm
reading: trust me). Gordon’s 24 Hour Psycho is like the sex one wants
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to have forever (no please, again, once more), these ghost doubles
crooking open doors looking for their bodies, as I am looking for
mine. Surely here is the image of time you’re after, or one of them,
the mathematics of his temporal excursions (his Psycho is identical to
Hitchcock’s, he’s replaying a video store vhs tape after all, only at
slow speed), which he applies to his found material like a composer,
provoking moral effects. Isn’t time living in this image and represented:
here we watch time pass (slow baby, it’s so slow), as we are watching
someTHING. 

Or is it simpler than all that? Is it simply a question of where you
find it? (Does that make Cremaster 3 a movie, and Cremaster 4 art?)

Over and again in your book you come to this conclusion:
“Freedom for one means fate for the other.” But this doesn’t describe
the dance of art world and fringe movies, does it?

PM: Well, yes, Gordon would be an “example” of time in the image but
not as a representation that would thereby make the art a thing, a sepa-
rated spectacle (which happens when people phone to know when the
shower scene commences) from our discovering temporized experience —
and thereby also not an example. Moreover, “moral effects” are not
consequential on temporization; actually, it absolves moral effects. You
see, I’m not a pastor’s son: no morality for me. Good and evil in Gordon,
as I said, is only a dissemblance and part of his duplicitous strategy.

Freedom and fate (film noir is about mid-life crisis): Writing is my
way of thinking. I do not write from knowledge or from an outline. So
I may conclude by reversing my thought, but as this is part of the
process the negated must be retained with all the risk of contradiction.
Hence, freedom and fate. I thought this opposition was the case all the
way through the writing of the book (Double-Cross: The Hollywood
Films of Douglas Gordon (Toronto: The Power Plant, Art Gallery of
York University, 2003)), even into the conclusion: that we had to rescue
ourselves from our doppelgängers, when rather we need, which I only
realized near the end, to offer them hospitality. Is freedom or fate also
the determination of our encounter respectively listing from the worlds
of art and film? I don’t know. In that you somehow missed my
missive, which must have been nearly my whole entry, indicates that,
rather than a dance, we were engaged in a dialogues de sourdes.
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ALL IMAGES ARE SCIENCE FICTION

Getting back to the project at hand at the Art Gallery of York University,
The Invisible Man, before it evanesces into memory at the end of this
week, I wanted to broach some of the themes of the installation, which,
at the same time, seem dominant obsessions of yours, Mike, starting
with time. (Time for you is not so much temporal duration — the
present of the image — as it is a representation of the past or future.)
In Imitations of Life an intertitle reads, “Our movies mark the passage
of time; they are time machines; machines built for mourning”; whereas
in the short segment that opens the exhibition, as if an epigraph to it,
a child’s voice speaks: “Last night I had a dream: that the movies I had
seen, even in the womb, were a prophecy. They were my future.” Two
irreconcilable notions of time, or rather notions of the function of the
image, are at play here, though the second is the twist you perform on
our commonplace understanding of it. Your project implies that the
image is oriented to the future not the past. That is, it no longer
memorializes the evanescent passing moment that the image captures —
the having been of the referent. No longer an index of the past, the
image is a new species, a simulacrum — a prophecy that we mould
ourselves into: paradoxically, we, the viewers, become the index of the
image. The image for you is a talisman for forgetting, not remembering,
and you imagine a science fiction catastrophe where the correlative
ability to dream as well disappears. In this scenario, no more so than
today, however, Hollywood supplants all these functions and becomes
the past and the future as well as a substitute for dreams. What need
for the image is expressed for you in this double functioning of the
image: to forget, to dream?

TO FORGET

MH: Philip, your words remind me of Marquez’s Insomnia Plague in
One Hundred Years of Solitude. Unable to sleep any longer, the
villagers of Macondo also lost their ability to dream. At first they were
delighted — all that extra time and no fatigue! But slowly each began to
lose their memory, even simple actions like making tea were forgotten.
What was your name again? Fortune tellers were consulted not to offer
prospects for the future but to re-imagine their once loves and family.
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Marquez suggests that without pictures there is nothing for memory to
stick to, so we are lost to an infinite present, childish and imbecilic
(could this also be happiness?).

TO DREAM (WITHOUT PICTURES)

When I was nine years old I was haunted by a dream which, not
content to occupy my sleeping life, began to hang over my days as
well, like a roof. The details are unfortunately banal: I had learned the
language of stones, and was kidnapped (there was a long passage in a
coffin-like box I remember with particular pleasure) and delivered to a
diamond cutter. In his eyes I was a diamond, and he was determined
to cut me open to reveal “my secret.” Over and over again I fell asleep
into the arms of the diamond cutter, until I couldn’t anymore, quickly
becoming an anxious insomniac which fretted my parents no end. My
mother had befriended a doctor, nearing retirement, who would come
and visit Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons, whom we called Dr.
Roberts, though we all knew that wasn’t his real name. Dr. Roberts,
past master of cognitive relief (change the message, not the
messenger!) felt I had a problem with pictures, and urged my mother
to blindfold me (“Like a racehorse,” he said) for the period of a week.
His treatment was so successful he toyed with the idea of resuming a
full time practice. Lacking pictures during the day, the diamond cutter
soon dissolved, and I began to have dreams without pictures. 

I offer up this memory not because I imagine that success is the
exclusive preserve of repression, but to suggest that talking is not the
only cure. I am presently dreamed as a replay of ordinary details. In the
language of cinema, my dreams have two dominant traits: the long shot
and the close-up. A matchbook cover, the glasses of my father, a pair of
shoes, each follow one another (like turning the pages of a department
store catalogue) without any apparent connection, and each view is
held for a “very long” interval. I believe these close-ups are designed to
attach me to the world as it is, as it presents itself (Not Reverend
King’s, “I have a dream that one day...” but: “I have a dream and it IS
today.”) My dreams are a form of attention, a reshaping of the boring,
devastating encounters which occur each morning. Pictures (for me) are
containers for these experiences. Pictures contain.
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KODAK SPOTS

In The Invisible Man a man goes on a trip. His life and the moments he
encounters along the way, are constructed of pictures which already
exist. Not only “found footage” (l’objet trouvée) but a found life. Found,
founded, foundering. When the invisible man looks out the window he
sees a prepared scene, like the Kodak spots which stand before
American monuments offering “the ideal view.” Once rehearsed, nature
is turned into an unchanging picture, which can be returned to again
and again. I hardly need add that this reliable return is not the way my
memory works. What I have in place of memory are pictures, “screen
memories” refracting/reflecting the daily trauma of hello, how are you.

NO BODY

The views the invisible man encounters are presented as tableau, figures
frozen in a frozen landscape, a street of unmoving umbrellas. What he
longs for, you might call it “his dream,” is to be able to have a body
again. But when he removes the scaffolding of his clothes, there is
nothing there.

There is a boy who appears, often with a pencil in his hand, author
of the man he will become. What he writes first of all is the story of his
own forgetting, memory will refuse to stick to him, not because he is
insomniac, but because he is made up of pictures. There are too many
pictures. The man he will become, the invisible man, is filled with
pictures which makes the present possible as a picture, which turns the
present into a picture by refusing the past. To cop a lick from a friend
who did some serious time in Alabama, this might be what happens
when a picture looks back, looks out of us, when we are looking in the
same direction as our pictures.

LIFE AS FILM

PM: I feel a fool persisting in throwing you these pointed questions that
you agilely avoid, precisely answering toward some other end. The
subtitle to your book, Plague Years, reads: “a life in underground film.”
In a chiasmatic reversal, the image turns a life in film to film as life —
on the condition that all is virtual. The Invisible Man is a birth to and
as film. Can film substitute for a world — no longer time (the past and
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the future I mentioned earlier) or memory (whether pertaining to
forgetting or dreaming), but life? Can it expand (or condense) in the
flash of a frame from the microscopic to the macroscopic? 

COUNTRY

MH: Can film substitute for a world? Well, after film school I became
convinced that most countries (including this one) were staged in TV

studios, along with the catastrophes which they invariably provoked.
(What is a country but a coded aggregate of catastrophe, or as Godard
would have it: Nothing is further from the beloved than the state.)

Geography (in the most literal sense: the world) is already a movie.
Venice? Burkina Faso? I’ve bought the postcard, thanks. History, or
what remains of it, is also becoming a film. The reason thousands die
each day of AIDS is because they’re not part of the movie. If they were
given the cocktail most would live, but because they’re poor and black
and brown and “far away” they don’t matter. If they lived in the Twin
Towers we would know their names, weep over their dead sons and
daughters, but it’s not happening on my TV set.

ARE WE THAT REFLECTION?

PM: Your films have something of a dream logic to them, the logic of
the unconscious that montage can reproduce in its condensations and
displacements. There are so many images of light and water in your
films, embryonic fluid shot through with light: the light of the projector
through the fluid of passing celluloid. Birth...then death, but sometimes
that death is apocalyptic and the metaphor goes awry in science fiction
spectacle. (Or does it?) The metaphor (a ready one in experimental
film) is that film is a birth of a form of consciousness. Yet, for all this
happy, hippy consciousness, the creation seems flawed, because,
deluded that film was originating as if from nature, from the very
“material” of light, the creator forgot the Frankenstein machine that
film is. In a sequence of Imitations of Life, a man relates a dream of his
father who had retreated to a basement science lab in order to replicate
the doppelgänger fantasy of film: to create human life. Then the
narrator says: “Then I saw who he was making, and realized that I was
watching for the first time the circumstances of my birth.” His father’s
mad ambition was not to pulse electricity through dead matter. Rather,
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“[h]e was making a body whose entire surface would be an opening.
He was making a body that couldn’t keep the outside out, a body that
said yes to everything.” This reminds me of that wonderful passage in
Bergson’s Matter and Memory where he writes, “[b]ut is it not obvious
that the photograph, if photograph there be, is already taken, already
developed in the very heart of things and at all the points of space.”
The screen of our consciousness is merely one point of resistance in
space and retainment of its registration. Here is the image-body of your
character’s dream. The Frankenstein question — which came first: the film
screen as the “body” that says yes or the image-body of that reflection?

FIRST PERSON 

MH: Can film substitute for a world? Philip, let me ask you: do your
dreams have credit sequences? Title crawls? Mine certainly do. Each
morning a title card arrives which announces: The End, and then it’s time
to get up.

I am dreamed, I am told by my dreams, and in the morning I speak
in the first person.

WIMBLEDON

How disconcerting to watch at the end of the last Wimbledon final a
closing montage which drew together highlights from the past two weeks
including the events of that very afternoon, all replayed with Pavlovian
strings and the requisite reaction shots slowed to a lightning crawl of
triumph and despair. (Godard asks again: “Why do they shoot every
tennis match as if it was the same one?”) It all looked like it had gone
down long ago, a time capsule already assembled and jettisoned, part of
someone else’s past. Not the dream factory, but factories of the past.

BIRTH

The male birth scene in Imitations is narrated over a moment in Fritz
Lang’s Metropolis, where the bad-genius-scientist Rotwang creates a
robot in order to lead the workers astray. What he is making is a
picture, but because this picture is played by the same actress as the
“original” it’s not only the workers who are confused. What the robot
picture demonstrates is that the picture has been there all along, just as
you Philip, via Bergson, are suggesting. It’s the future all over again.
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While Lang’s scientist throws levers and checks dials the narration
runs over him like this: “Last night I had a dream about my father. He
was very old with sad, dark eyes that seemed haunted by the truth he
was about to discover. He’d turned our basement into a crazy kind of
science lab with test tubes and machines everywhere, designed to make
new human beings.”

THE BODY AS PICTURE

The body that says yes, the open body, the body as aperture. Not a
sealed container, a “windowless monad” asserting perimeter (my skin
equals myself) but instead: a body that says yes to everything. To dna
for instance, which reproduces moments of the body as a picture of
bodies past. Or the projection screen of fashion (how do you say “I
am” and “We are” at the same time?) The body that says yes to every-
thing is the body as picture, as a picture amongst others, in other
words: the consumer.

Is this what led one of the Lumière brothers to exclaim in despair
that the cinematograph is an invention without a future?

The question I’d like to put to you Philip, via Bergson, is this. At
what point does the photograph arrive “already developed at the very
heart of things and at all the points of space.” Is it coincident with the
first camera? Is one exposure enough? Or 100? 1,000? What is the
tipping point for eternity?

PM: Not fair; no return questions in this tennis match. That most
incredible invention, photography, dreamt its Spiritualist realization in
cinema just when those motion-obsessed scientists fixated on the body
gave it the technical means. More than the recording of movement,
the streaming of the image through projection is cinema’s invention,
an invention that heralds the future of technology. Rather than the
chemical developing of the still image on a registering surface, the film
screen is the moment that “the photograph arrives,” but only at this
brief instant before its transit is replaced by the one that follows, as
happens everywhere else this same moment that same image is screened.

A BODY PERSISTS

In spite of this spiritualization of the image, a body persists, perhaps
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only the fiction of the “I” that also awakens from your dreams. When
does the body return to itself? Only when it summons itself away from
the image? Away from the image that it is when we do not say “I”? In
some way, body and image, body and self-image, are in conflict. For an
image to be, the body must be immobilized. The body then re-surfaces
as that doppelgänger image before us that we cannot act upon, as in the
case of déjà-vu Bergson analyses, because it now “acts” for us,
projecting our personality.

In Positiv, your voice-over remarks: “Every night I dream of a state
with just two kinds of people: bodies and minds. Somewhere a bell
rings and the whole world stops for recess, so we all race out of school
heading for the wall on the other side of the yard. I can feel my legs
growing as I run and with one giant step I’m there, alone at the wall,
watching everyone race toward me. And then I realize: omigod, I’m a
body.” What is the problem of the body for you?

SODOM

MH: Philip, I’m surprised. I had imagined that as a preacher’s son you
might have responded to the eternity question by telling the story of
Abraham and God in the big stakes gambling tourney overlooking
Sodom. When God announces that he’s going to level Sodom, Abraham
begins an astonishing bargaining process, asking that if a hundred good
men could be rounded up (I can’t remember the exact numbers, there’s
never a damn bible around when you need one) wouldn’t God spare the
city? God agrees. Abraham says what if there are only ten, would that
be enough? God agrees again. Abraham finally asks: what if one good
person could be produced, would that be enough to save them all? God
agrees. We know the result of course, there wasn’t anyone there who
had any grace left in them, so those who weren’t in the know (rich rela-
tives, what’s changed?) died.

MISSING BODIES

My body, where is it? In France/Tour/Retour/Deux/Enfants Godard
asks Camille, a young girl of perhaps seven or eight, how many bodies
she has. He asks her to look in the mirror. Is that you? And your 
reflection in the window? What we watch, in this cruelest of television
series, is a young girl slowly breaking down under the pressure of these
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interrogations. She grows silent, withdrawing into herself, numbly inert.
What she is demonstrating to us is the way a body absents itself. There
is nothing between her body and these words, her body and our gaze,
so it leaves her. Every gesture of Camille exclaims this missing body,
this terrible wound. Where is it?

Sometimes a word is enough to make our body leave us, as
Godard’s program demonstrates. Sometimes it is a touch. There are
some qualities of touch that the body cannot let go of, it replays them,
again and again, irresistibly caught in a loop, like a piece of film which
may appear differently to each of its spectators, but whose ragged
length is condemned nonetheless to play out the same variations. I have
seen for myself, though seen isn’t the right word either, that the body
remembers everything. Though I couldn’t say if the body IS memory, a
machine for producing memory. Rather, the body seems condemned to
its memories. To what it can’t help remembering. Again and again.
Isn’t that what memory is? Isn’t that what a body is? Again and again.

And pleasure?
Where is my body? I think: it is the place pleasure used to be.

PM: Are you surprised that a preacher’s son (not quite accurate, but
thanks for outing me to the world) might be an earth-bound materialist?
And what happens to preachers’ sons, starting from Nietzsche to the
one related by the Dusty Springfield song? There is a secret solidarity of
preachers’ sons who condemn Christianity. I would prefer to think that
in the transposition of this burden to its aesthetic other, that film might
be the evocative source of another temporality, though not eternal.

LAST QUESTION

“Again and again,” the refrain of habit — of body, of memory — that
becomes settled as a combination of the two, as an “I,” as a personality.
One more dilemma for you, it seems — that of both personality and
habit, I guess the same thing. A line in White Museum goes: “The last
word we forget is the word ‘I’ because it is the word we start with,” is
also the process of aphasic regression. The shadow in Imitations of Life
has more personality than its narrator. In The Invisible Man, an inter-
title announces: “You are not yourself.” Another: “I’m not losing my
mind. I’m losing my self.” Rimbaud exults: “Je est un autre.” What is
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the role of the image in this disaffection, dissuasion, or disseverance
from the self? You pose an option: habit or desire — the “I” or the
becoming other. “In the future, each moment will be photographed,
doubled, our bodies will grow transparent, we will enter each other...”
One last question, Mike, do you want film to be seduction or love?

ENDINGS

MH: Oh, the end, are we there already? What to say about the last
question, what to say at last. In the end. Except on and on. Except to
write as if it could not be the end, to imagine that there could be more,
to write knowing that we will all rot and be forgotten, but to write as
if, or for the purposes of, delaying. 

Scheherazade is the one who tells stories in order to delay her
execution. Is her narration seduction or love? And could this seduction,
or love, be deployed as an “aesthetic strategy,” in other words, is she an
emblem for artists today, or are those high stakes a thing of the past.

I remember sitting with Mike Snow during a screening of So Is
This, a forty-three minute silent movie made entirely of single words
which appear, one at a time, onscreen. It’s a very funny movie for being
so serious, and Mike laughed many times, as did everyone else. What a
delight it was to sit beside him, and feel his joy. What we were
watching onscreen was not “Mike Snow,” and Mike knew this, was
living this, profoundly. It had passed through him, after a long period
of mulling it over, it had run across him and now here it was shooting
out of the projector. If it was me I would have been worried whether
people liked it. If it was me I would have been worried whether people
liked me. I would have made something designed to seduce, and the
first person I would try to seduce is myself. 

What Mike was showing me, and demonstrating to anyone who
cared to notice, was not seduction, but love.
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Showing
Pictures
a conversation between
Yann Beauvais and
Mike Hoolboom



MH: The question of distribution pricks me at the moment, perhaps
because my work is shown either to specialists who have already seen
it all, or to the absolutely uninitiated, like the high schoolers in
Guadalajara whose first exposure to documentary movies was my
nuclear cross-dressing portrait of video artist (They asked me: video
artist?) Colin Campbell. At least they had the company of their cell
phones to warm them when the montage refused to settle into a reliable
three act structure. But it seems to me that fringe media distribution has
defaulted into two primary modes, in art galleries and in festivals. How
many times did artists at the recent Rencontres Festival in your beloved
Paris stand to announce that the movie we were about to see was
“really” an installation, but was showing here as a movie after all,
shorn of ambient light and visitors shuffling between rooms and, yes,
the ringing of cell phones. Reluctantly, their work, which seemed to
my old fashioned receptors to be movies, had been returned to the
movie theatre. 

The reason that festivals do not bring me happiness is because they
stink of the mall. There are too many pictures shown all at once, one
after another, all howling for attention like the Bargain Prices Reduced
No Offer Too Low signs that greet me in the covered wagons of the
shopping paradise. Is it only me? I find it hard to separate one illumi-
nated hope from another, they all blend and jam and mix. After a single
shorts program I am already confused, and then there is another and
then another. And afterwards, perhaps it is the shallow company I seek
in respite, but no one speaks about the movies, or only in the most
cursory of terms. I liked it, I hated it, it was boring. Yes, surrounded by
artists at the festival bar I am returned to the mall — I must have it or I
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never want to see it again. And running through it all is the heady
aroma of forgetting, which I embrace like the good North American
that I am, and which I find amply demonstrated by every festival I have
ever visited. What I am watching is less a procession of pictures and
sounds, but the vapour trail of their disappearance as they make their
way across a crowded theatre, or a not-so-crowded theatre, or the shop
window of the internet café that resides in the “festival neighbourhood,”
or the bar which dishes drinks next door to the festival headquarters.
There are pictures playing everywhere, and just like in the mall the more
I see the less that manages to stick to me. What’s your name again?

Each program runs only once, each sliver of light appears and then
will never be shown in that city again: We’ve seen it, we’ve had enough,
it’s old news, soiled. Once its light virginity has been stripped away
please cast it out into other cities, where it can recover its lost innocence
before new eyes. Yet again (and again) the bride stripped bare, even.

But there is still the possibility that from this noise some moment
of cinema might arrive. The physical conditions are impeccable after
all, the light is thrown into a darkened chamber with real speakers and
a reclining cushioned perch to absorb it all. The festival seat offers its
viewer an invisible visibility, invisible exactly because these pictures
appear so fleetingly, there are no reruns, no time-shifted channels, no
way to see it later via home video or bit torrent happiness. They
appear like a series of mirages before returning to the basement shelves
of their makers.

On the other side of the fence are the gallery artists. Some are
already kings and queens, the subject of learned treatises and awards
that have turned the heads of even the most judicious of collectors.
Histories have been rewritten to note their prominence, the Bolex
winders of the past decades have been relegated to a suitably dusty and
forgotten recess, while in their place march the painters and sculptors
who might once have held a camera and exposed a few frames, rolled a
bit of tape between performances. These are now the benchmarks of a
new art, marked and remarked in handsome periodicals and coffee
table companions. History is always written by the winner, and anyone
able to follow the money may quickly enough track the rise and reign
of “important” artists, leaving behind those who have failed to make a
market impression.
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This work is released in “limited editions”— just like the limited
editions of 16mm prints from a generation ago (who could afford to
make more?). Only now at the moment of digital proliferation, dvd
bootlegs may be had for nothing at all, while signed copies can fetch
enough to keep landlords from the door and parlayed to a coterie of
collectors. The newly commodified beams of light appear, unlike their
festival counterpart, “all the time.” If the gallery is open that can only
mean that pictures are “running,” hard at work, busily staining a bit of
back wall with their hope. The gallery installation offers the possibility
to its viewers that it may be encountered in a time of their own
choosing, and is willing to trade for this convenience a suite of bad
projectors, dismal sound, ambient light, competing soundtracks, and
audience chatter. 

YB: The questions you addressed are multiple but could be concentrated
on two main ones from which others result. One is about distribution
the other regards diffusion. Let’s see if these two are related. 

Today there are fewer places showing films in the manner we used
to see them. Theaters devoted to experimental films have dramatically
decreased. This has been accomplished with a twist, the avant-garde
continues to repeat its thinking about exhibition (maintaining traditions
of practice and viewing), offering very few locations to show works,
while at the same time institutional houses, dealing with cinematographic
genre and repertoire, are busy occupying this forsaken territory.

In a similar manner festivals have capitalized for many years on
this tradition of the avant-garde until recently. Avant-garde has become
a programming category. But one wonders if avant-garde practices are
still relevant with films today. Maybe the notion of the avant-garde and
the way it has frozen a practice into a genre is the main limitation to a
renewal of film practices. I guess we will go back to this argument
within our talk.

When and where do we look at film today? Twenty years ago films
were mostly seen in the theater, or within the realm of small groups
sharing works with a motivation to share ideas about film or induce
critical discourses. The public screenings, as opposed to the private ones
organized by the filmmaker, inscribed itself within a network of shows.
You had to see it at that moment or hope there would be another
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screening soon, whether public or private, in order to see the work.
Tapes were not readily available, and their use was scarce. If one
wanted to see a film, it depended mostly on the filmmaker and the
theater. Festivals offered a possibility to see more films and encounter
their makers in different ways.

In the eighties the production of films was lower than in the seven-
ties, except for small gauges such as Super 8, which found alternative
screening places such as bars and clubs, which was absolutely shocking
for the “traditional avant-garde” because it meant that the use of the
images was already shaken. It was as if the image cult was cut down.
One was not necessarily watching a work while in a bar, so why bother
showing it there? Similar questions are familiar today.

It was important at that time and then again in the nineties to
develop visibility for work which renewed this “tradition” of the avant-
garde, or experimental cinema. Part of the avant-garde was trying to
offer alternatives to the limits of traditional screening schedules, and to
broaden the space and locations for screenings. For some filmmakers
the use of loops became a motive and a weapon to move against the
flow of the avant-garde and its sanctified moment: the eight o’clock
premiere screening. 

Many filmmakers in the late eighties and nineties shifted toward
video. The economical aspect was part of that decision, but it was not
always the main reason leading to that transfer. This modified both
making and showing. It seemed that the question of reception was
renewed with the use of another media. But was it really another
media, or should we not say that it was “just” another device — like
playing music with a variety of musical instruments? Acrylic painting
requires different ways to deal with color and transparencies; the
overall effect is distinct from oil, but one speaks of painting in both
instances. Why don’t we apply this understanding to film and video?

Another thing we have to take into account is the nature of the
work which is done, and by whom it is done. If the avant-garde was for
many decades a Western, white-male-dominated practice, this fact has
been shaken, if not yet demolished, in the past two decades. It seems
that the place of “avant films” is now more democratic mostly due to
its makers who belong to different minorities, genders as well as races,
because this way to make films has spread into other countries. It is no
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longer the exclusive practice of the dominant; i.e. the West. Or, more
precisely, the dominant is no longer alone. Others have challenged it;
different voices have erased the white supremacy. The amount of work
has increased as a result and festivals can’t deal any longer with the
production. In fact they deal with it in a manner that denotes the
impossibility of watching everything. The experience of the festival is
no longer a celebration of a common experience where everyone shares
work. Today’s festival is a micro database, a library in which one will
wander according to his /her feeling, knowledge, curiosity and boredom.
It marks the withdrawal of a privileged curatorial point of view, toward
an agenda of multiple choices. This doesn’t mean that the festival is not
going to address specific issues with thematic programs, homages, or
retrospectives. It shows that the condition of a festival permits access to
parallel routes. A festival becomes a collection of possibilities. It is a
network, a web. From this condition one can understand that a specific
work becomes just one more in the flow. The sheer quantity of works
already implies further screening opportunities and so questions the means
of any single festival. In a festival one work follows another, this massing
and the attention required to see works is (maybe) not at its best within
festivals. Maybe the ways we have conceived of exhibition are obsolete,
and we should think about new forms of giving access to the works. 

Today, transmission does not necessarily mean theatrical screenings.
It encompasses broadcasting as much as downloading. One has to
deal with these multiple channels of appearance of a work.

On another side of the field many filmmakers are producing
installation works that have as a common denominator the fact of
being loop projected in a white cube. But this denominator does not
make of a work an installation. It reflects the tacit agreement with the
dominant code of the art market of these days. The fact that the art
world is looking at this type of work is positive despite the fact that
often the works are not presented on their original gauge. But here
again something is happening that we can’t repudiate simply out of
faithfulness. One has to think about accessibility and visibility. These
works have been often seen in the private circles of the avant-garde
and are now dealing within the film market and the art market. In
both cases the playground has changed. We are not dealing with the
same territory that our habits have made familiar. We have to think
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differently. We have to take into account the effects of globalization,
for instance...

MH: When you write that the massing of works requires a web-like
attention, yes, I follow your argument. It defeats inside me the impulse
to know everything, to have seen it all (the impulse which belongs to the
dictator of knowledge and to the fan). Because of the rush of pictures
through the projector it is clear to me that inside the vomitorium of the
fest, I am missing even what I am seeing, that I am here to celebrate not
a work finally arrived at its moment of public rapture, but instead a
mall-like setting where it disappears. I have come to watch a vanishing
act, to grieve the pictures which I make invisible by attending to them. 

The festival frame is too full; I can’t seem to isolate a picture, to
obtain the necessary distance or closeness from which to conjure a
picture. Instead everything blurs into the amiable chatter at the bar
after the show, the brief encounters with professionals, the people I am 
trying to avoid, the ones whose faces I can’t remember, in short the
people whom I would prefer (as I prefer all people) to convert into further
pictures, so I could continue to celebrate their disappearance as well. 

And after them, no doubt my own.

How many things there are in this world that I do not want. Said Socrates,

strolling through a marketplace in Athens. 

(David Markson)

But perhaps I am only leaning again into the warm trade winds of
nostalgia, hoping to feel again the scarcity of pictures which I imagined
the condition of my “youth” (and by extension, of course, the youth of
pictures). How often did I attend the eight o’clock church bell of the
avant, where motion picture monologues could hold forth for an hour
or so, followed by a strangled discussion with the maker, or else a beer
for the faithful? Most important of all, this screening was not instantly
followed by another. There would be a break, a pause, a place between
screenings. This, I have to admit now, is what I miss most of all. At
once the anticipation of pictures to come, and the digestion of those
already swallowed. It is exactly this space that the festival disappears,
its organization aligned with others, similarly dedicated, so that the
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proliferation of motion picture events may proceed uninterrupted across
the globe. I have had occasion, when one of my small mutterings has
been deemed worthy of display, to stagger from one gathering to the
next, one country to the next, one continent to the next, in what begins
to seem a single, unending festival running pole to pole. There will be
no break and no pause. 

It used to be so difficult to make a film, not to mention expensive,
the labs hostile, the cameras scarce and jamming, the light elusive. Now
light is no longer a prerequisite, in fact, digital cameras seem to work
best without any light at all, and movies can be made for the price of a
single tape. Today’s endless production, a production without pause or
reflection, is the mirror image of a condition of endless exhibition, the
endless consumption of pictures. How does the consumptive ideal of
the festival work to counter the politics of globalization or capitalism —
or is it only one more manifestation of capital’s uncanny reach? Are
avant fests little more than tv for smart people? 

YB: What is at stake when we exhibit films? Does the curator show
his /her knowledge of a certain field, which has become so large that it
is not possible any longer to encompass it all? I have to confess that I
like this idea that no one can master the field of cinema. It has become
such a vast territory that you can only know part of it. Our knowledge
has become fragmented, sectioned. Our knowledge reflects what we
are as much as the space, territory, and culture we are coming from.
When you deal with a festival you are giving an opportunity for people
to wander. One of the problems with this opportunity of wandering is
that, as is often the case with films, people prefer to be guided and
oriented. How or why I choose this film and not that one isn’t like
being in a bookstore or record shop or on the net where you wander
and pursue a kind of research which sometimes results in interesting
discoveries, while other times you could not have encountered anything
worse. But in fact what was important is not so much the result as the
quest, the research, the wandering.

Being at a festival is therefore an experience where you face your
own limitations and another aspect of capitalism. The “malling” of
every aspect of our life through its object accumulation has been
extended to film and video. In that sense the privileged moment of film
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reception, which you mention, has perhaps been erased. Or has it? Is
this what we are scared of? Does our fear of this disappearance make
it more difficult to admit, see, or enjoy the new modalities, the new
experience of film?

As you are aware I like classical music and this enjoyment is due in
part to family history. My mother played different musical instruments
and owing to social and familial pressures in the fifties she dropped the
idea of becoming a concert pianist. This type of music, contemporary
or not, is becoming an obsolete form of culture. It’s not that people
don’t continue to listen, play and record this type of music, but it has
become minor. In a similar manner, film is following this pattern, music
as much as films are promoted through special events such as festivals
or three-day marathons. The fact that certain habits of listening are
attached to certain kinds of music, or seeing to a certain manner of
films, doesn’t mean that these experiences of listening and watching are
disappearing, only that they have been displaced. It requires behaviours
with which we are less familiar. How often do you play video games?

Some filmmakers succeed in imposing their pace and don’t suffer
this dilution. Thomas Köner, Jurgen Reble, and others know how to
give a pulse in such a manner that the work will emerge from layers of
images. Others will uncover strategies that don’t have to do with this
kind of mystical quest, but are filled with a political urgency. Though
you can miss all this within a festival because you might have been
distracted or are in search of other works. So it seems that a festival is
mostly a research site instead of a place to enjoy films. It is impossible
to see all those films just as it would be impossible to fuck everyone
you would want to. This impossibility makes it stimulating in some
ways, as much as it evokes our limits.

But let’s go back to another issue we mentioned earlier. A few days
ago I was at the Tate Modern and was quite amazed by the inclusion of
experimental films within the museum collection. Rooms had been
created for single films, which were screened again and again. Maya
Deren’s Meshes of the Afternoon played in one room for instance, while
Jonas Mekas’ Diaries, Notes and Sketches was in another, and a Len
Lye film in a third. Each film was given a proper space, yes they were
shown in loops but there was a blank time between each screening
which isolated and differentiated viewings. People could sit and watch
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for however long they wanted. When it was a short film, people seemed
to stay for the full length of the film. With Mekas it was a bit different.
But one point was that the quality of the projection for the Mekas was
higher than for the Deren, due to a different encoding. To be able to see
these films not only at a specific time but anytime during gallery hours
rendered the work at once more accessible and disposable. The fact that
these films were included amongst other art pieces is positive in the
sense that these experimental films belong as much to film as to art.
This experience made me think once more that it is crucial to give
access to such films in a contemporary manner. The traditional
screening still holds, it is not inaccurate, not at all. But if you can show
some of these films in a museum with high definition you give them
another chance to be discovered, and you might reach people you
might not have if screenings are confined in the circles of (confusion of)
experimental film. 

MH: One of the things a mall does is to provide a safe environment.
Here, in the mall, we are all under the same roof, our social relations
clearly delineated, our consumer status everywhere flattered. Your
description of gallery goers as window shoppers, or the festival as an
audio-visual mall, raises a couple of issues. The first is the question of
safety. Inside those clean museum walls, watching under the guard’s
beneficently bored gaze, and granted at last the authority and prestige
of the institution, these fragile motion pictures can be tried on for size
like a pair of new jeans. And if they’re a little uncomfortable, no worries,
there’s another just around the corner. Of course it’s absolutely true
what you say, that having these moving pictures inside the gallery,
available during regular visiting hours, running day after day, significantly
increases the opportunity for contact. But what kind of contact is it?
For most, most of the time, it will be safe and regulated and institu-
tionalized. The missing element from most encounters (of course I am
speculating, how can I know?) is what Barthes named the punctum,
the moment in the picture which looks back, which hurts the viewer.
The picture’s ability to wound its viewer is (largely) lost when it enters
the museum. Of course there are exceptions, and perhaps one exception
is enough to warrant the entire enterprise. But there is an illusion of
openness and transparency. Our doors are open, let them come whenever
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they would like, in their own time. The numbers of viewers are stag-
gering, but how many will really be able to look into these pictures? On
the other hand, how could “we” fail to take up this chance? All we
may have in the end is this chance.

Haste. And the promise of more. In the mall, attention narrows for
a moment as the spotlight of attention picks out a pair of shoes, an ice
cream cone, a computer game. And then it zooms out into a wall of
faces which begin again the endless survey of merchandise. There is
always the promise, around every corner, of more. And this promise
keeps the meter ticking somehow whenever the spotlight occurs. When
I stop inside a gallery and look at something, even something that “takes
time,” I find it difficult to slow down and change speeds and allow the
picture to occupy me. I get the same feeling in the metro when I rush
with the other commuters out of the train. If I were alone, if my most
cherished fantasy came true and I was the only person alive in this city,
I would stroll leisurely out of the car. But surrounded by all the others,
I rush out and quick-step-it through the station, taking in the semiotic
architecture as quickly as it unfolds. In a gallery I am back in the crush
of the departing crowd, certain that just around the corner there may
be something finer or smoother or better cared for. It is difficult for me
to ease myself into a mode of contemplation and restful looking. The
experience of gallery time, which is at once too slow and too fast, is
another factor that helps defeat the punctum. Coupled to this temporal
push-me-pull-you is the simple fact that more is waiting, if not in this
gallery then next door, or across the street. This shallow, careless atti-
tude (which I carry with me into the cheese shop, the vegetable store)
is perhaps a stranger to you, though I don’t believe I am alone here.
Museums regularly offer statistics on the “average viewing time” per
artwork, per visit, and while some watches run slower than others,
most of these averages are in the seconds. Which is only to reaffirm
what you’ve already said so eloquently: that the experience of shopping
in a mall has been transplanted to the gallery and museum, along with
its abbreviated attention span. The quick cutting commercials, the
gaudy displays, the restless quest for the new and the promise for more:
they have taught me well. I can only say yes.

Another point then. An independent gallery might run ten shows a
year, a museum something less. This means that exhibition real estate is
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at a premium. Who will fill those cherished spaces? Well, judging by the
examples you have already given, it is not surprising that much of what
is on offer (at least in the “major” most visible venues) is canonical.
You mentioned, for instance, our mother Maya, and then our father
Jonas, yes the parents have been granted pride of place now that the
doyens of taste have decreed that it is not only Alexander Calder who is
responsible for making art which moves. One of the aspects of fringe
making I have enjoyed the most is its classless state. In the earliest years
of my making there seemed little difference between someone who had
been dreaming movies their entire life and someone who was loading
their first Bolex. There was nothing to aspire to, these obscure movies
were hardly shown anywhere, or perhaps it was simply that in the
repressed company I was keeping in those years, no one knew anything
about, or thought much about, showing their work. Production was
everything, exhibition provided an occasional frisson of pleasure, and
was largely the province of other unknown subterraneans. Not that I
am nostalgic for the clubhouse, the wordless exchange which greeted
most work, the frozen circuits and thoughtless creations. But the advent
of gallery artists has meant that a class hierarchy has been introduced
(perhaps I must admit, it was there all along, and I was too busy
looking the other way) which has ensured a ruling class of the motion
picture. Not Hollywood but Douglas Gordon and Stan Douglas and
Gillian Wearing. And Andy. Not opening in theatres across North
America but an opening at the Tate. This also has something to do with
safety. Now here is a brand I can count on, I don’t even need to see the
work I know it’s going to be good. A reliable experience. And even if I
don’t understand it, little matter, there are books and catalogues and
wall texts and headphones to explain it all away, and a steady flow of
visitors to ensure that the experience obtains gravity. 

But don’t get me wrong; I am not urging some return to a better,
older paradigm. No good old daze in these eyes. What I am interested
in is how the punctum can be staged, each and every time, for any
work that contains it. Each of us brings our own expectations into
focus, our failed hopes and closed hearts and open eyes. Perhaps then
there are no rules, and we need to throw open the doors, like a festival
does, and invite everything that is new, and allow viewers to make up
their own minds. But why is it that these safe houses feel to me that
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they are busy burying the punctum in the pile of too much, or else, in
the instance of a gallery, elevating them to precious pointlessness in the
land of too little? I feel I am caught between abundance and scarcity,
between festival and museum. Can you help me?

YB: I don’t think seeing a film within a museum or gallery is better or
worse than seeing it in a theater. But I am aware of the fact that the
experience of watching films is now happening in other locations, and
as a filmmaker I have to think about these occurrences. Some of the
questions I had been addressing as a filmmaker about the spatialization
of images are more pertinent now than they were when the dominant
mode of watching films was the theater. There has never been one way
to apprehend films, despite the fact that filmmakers of every kind have
always privileged one setting: the theater. 

Some filmmakers have questioned this mode of presentation. To
investigate such issues encourages other types of works. That’s one of
the reasons why not all filmmakers (within the experimental field) are
interested by such problems and processes. The fact that today a lot of
artists who make films are applying experimentalist strategies in their
expanded forms does not reflect a necessity but certainly pertains to the
art market and its domination. Therefore looping becomes the norm in
gallery presentations. This norm shapes our wanderings and induces
our floating gaze; I would like to call it a dissipating gaze. This gaze is
closer to a perpetual movement in its smoothness; we caress the screen
with our gaze and follow the air passing toward another screen; it is
like being in a slow video game. This potential gaze, this gaze without
anchor, is of interest because it questioned my first belief that one
should take the time to look, that each work carries a temporal request
to be seen. But then there is this unperceptive look ... what does one
make of this! This gaze is not blasé, it is here but at the same time
absent, not really attached to its object but flying over it. I need to
understand how it works and sort out how I can handle such a non-
presence. That is a more pertinent question for me today than making
another film requiring all my senses.

In what respect is my gaze, the way I look, different from any
one else? Is it because you and I are making films that we look at them
differently, and are waiting for a radical or ravishing experience? Are
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we so different? We know how it is made but amateurs (lovers) have
another way to connect and understand what is at stake. Our experience
is no better than any other one; it is only a question of difference not
of quality. There is no morality involved here. In this place you wonder
what type of contact we have with these films. It is at this peculiar
moment that you introduced this notion of punctum which Barthes
used to oppose to the studium, which according to my description is
closer to a kind of wandering, floating gaze. You ask if, within the
space of the gallery or festival, the encounter with the punctum could
take place?

As you rightly noted the number of people seeing work is staggering
though this is no warranty of appreciation. I don’t think the encounter
has anything to do with the place in which you discover the work. It
might be easier to have such an experience within a cinema, but it is
not a precondition. We have to negotiate accessibility differently in a
museum situation because we have to take into account the site in a
manner that a film screening usually denies. We see films one after
another, not one next to another. This juxtaposition in space is perhaps
what makes it tougher or stranger; it modifies the experience and
displaces it, no doubt. (These experiences have been activated mostly
within expanded cinema, but also by minimal artists questioning the
relations existing between the objects (representation) and the gallery
wall, the surrounding space. I cannot help thinking of Michael Asher’s
early project till Project Inc, as well as some pieces of Bruce Nauman,
Hélio Oiticica and Anthony McCall for example.) But in the gallery,
as in the cinema, the experience is collective with this twist, that the
collective is never stable. Usually within the festival library or the web,
the experience is personal. It remains a private experience we are not
sharing with others.

Perhaps what makes a projection of a film within a gallery or a bar
an incredible experience has to do with the threat that it might run
for/without anyone? The moving images no longer impose its duration,
instead the audience takes time or not. It’s another displacement which
challenges our understanding and maybe our making of films. It is not
better or worse than before, only another use of film.

What you describe as this impossible experience to concentrate, or
to succeed to have enough time to watch something within the museums,
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has to do with the status of culture and its artifacts. It is not so much a
question of the works than what we are expecting from the works.

Film is no longer the culturally dominant form it was in the last
century. Do we want art to be eternal? Or can we think of more transient
forms? If yes, what are we ready to put into this, and what are we
ready to leave out? It is another challenge and it is what makes it more
exciting to make film today because we have to think about different
issues. But once again it depends on the film use we are privileging.

Concerning the fact that much less work is shown within galleries
and museums. Yes indeed, it’s a different economy. One is based on the
production of objects while films, experimental or not, pertain to the
domain of entertainment. Film- and videomakers alike have for a
long time now accepted this pattern that ties production to events such
as festivals. The difference is that the festival rarely produces work but
hopes to have each year new works by the “elected ones.” This grants
their festival specificity but also makes them part of a global economy.
Usually one finds the same films from one festival to another with the
same “big names.” Experimental film has become a genre, with its
festivals, awards, canon, academia, schools and so on. If we don’t take
care it will become, or is already becoming, a patrimonial space which
looks too often into the mirror of the past. We have to break this
pattern and challenge the way we have been thinking about it, and
making it. What do you think? 

MH: You are asking me to give up my reliable habits, and, most of
all, my fear, suspicion, and mistrust of the new, three trustworthy
companions that have accompanied me everywhere. I must fight to
retain them, to uphold them, to let them know they are cherished and
loved. You want me to give up the scarcity of pictures from which a
concerted attention might emerge, never mind pictures that wound.
Instead I am called to embrace an endless mall wandering (either at the
festival, or hopping between galleries). And then at home I can go right
on, the computer brings the mall into my home where I can graze on
pictures, or parts of pictures, opening new windows, taking a bite of
this one and then that in a great smorgasbord of forgetting. Is it
because my bio-chemical hard drive is too well suited to mall-like
attentions that I feel the need to resist? To long for slow cooking
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pictures, for something to arrest the flow, to become scarce again?
What digital sand will be deep enough to hold my head, and all the
heads of those who find this tide too much, too often, overwhelming?

Let me begin again. And if the sounds are muffled, the syntax
delirious, it is only because it is emerging from the underground. No,
not the fabled site of avants past, but the ostrich-like darkness which
each of us is busy making for ourselves. The necessary lie that we tell
each moment in order to go on.

...the standardization of the 16mm film gauge in 1923 and its exclusive use

of acetate film stock was a deliberate attempt to increase the portability and

marketability of films outside of movie theatres... . The spread of home

cinemas was spurred even further with the introduction of 8mm films and

equipment in 1932. In other words, making films smaller, less expensive, and

easier to ship was a key factor, albeit one of many, in increasing the viability

of non-theatrical film exhibition and the transformation of cinema into a

collection of material objects suited to widespread consumption outside of

movie theatres.

How curious, even perverse isn’t it? At this moment there remains
modest cadres of motion-pictured citizens dedicated to the pure film
experience, busy organizing small festivals and large, or hauling projectors
into galleries, or reworking the apparatus so they can present film as
film in a performance environment. When I spoke to Mark Webber,
organizer of fringe moments at the London Film Fest, about how much
I enjoyed Andy Warhol’s Screen Tests at the Palais de Tokyo exhibition,
he looked thoroughly downcast. Warhol’s small movies were made with
a Bolex in glorious black and white, each a single, three-minute portrait
shot. I have seen them presented in various configurations, and was
happy to encounter them again in Paris sprayed across the floor in a
herd of large monitors, looking like bodiless partygoers. Mark insisted
that what I had seen was not Andy’s Screen Tests at all, but some errant
copy, a sketch or bootleg tracing. In order to see them they had to be
shown on 16mm in a movie theatre, just like Andy intended .. .or had he?
Wasn’t he already showing movies as party backdrop, scene camouflage,
band-aid, and conversation starter (he once quipped that he left some of
his movies silent because he preferred the dialogue of his audiences)?
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To allow his pictures to migrate, from film to video, from his loft /home
to the museum (which is also and already a kind of home for this
artist), to no longer be shown up there in the silver light, but to be
brought low, to be seen amongst our feet, isn’t that ok? In this instance
I thought it was, absolutely. But there are many who feel as Mark does,
that exhibitions of this kind are heretical. Throw the film into the
water. If it doesn’t drown, it’s a video.

Then again, he described in loving detail a pilgrimage to a Greek
island where the works of Gregory Markopolous are shown once each
year in the middle of a field. They are shown over the course of several
nights, and so far at least (these are still early days in the enormous
cycle) there are almost no pictures, instead they consist of longer and
shorter sections and fadings of white and black.

How far we need to travel sometimes to find an abyss we can
recognize as our own.

It is curious, though, that the 16mm gauge began in an effort to
move it out of the movie theatre; that it was, by comparison with the
35mm norm, lightweight and cost effective to ship around. How
strange that now, at the end of its life, it is clinging to the movie theatre
it once promised liberation from, in an effort to save itself, or save
some promised ideals and hopes. The hopes of “us.”

I must confess when I attend these festivals, which occurs with less
and less frequency it’s true, I invariably run into clusters of “them” who
are also “us” and I feel a bit like someone attending a high school
reunion. I try to stifle the urge to exclaim: “You haven’t changed a bit!”
Only it is not enthusiasm that impels my remark, but a terrible,
looming sadness. There we still are, wanting to play football for the
coach, talking about film versus video, or comparing developer recipes,
or the latest camera charm, or cross processing tips. This world is my
home, or at least it used to be my home, and now I can hardly stand to
be in the room. This too must be named for what it is: nostalgia. The
wounds of returning.

I remember speaking to Ellie Epp, a cine-poet of concise and lumi-
nous visions, about her years attending screenings at the London
Filmmaker’s Co-op, where grubby mattresses on the converted dairy
floor were available for those who needed something softer than
concrete. Hour after hour they sat and watched their lives tick away,
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abandoning any need or sense for anything so base as entertainment or
information, in those long hours wasn’t time itself made into something
physical, tangible, something which made your ass sore and your hands
numb? What a luxury of time these impoverished movies offered, the
worst amongst them still proffered this gift of time, along with the very
best of course.

Shows at London Filmmaker’s couldn’t have been so different than
the ones you hosted for years in Paris, Yann, under the title “Scratch”
(because you wanted to begin, à la Brecht, at the beginning, from
scratch?). These screenings required a sustained, rigorous attention that
had to be learned, as they used to say, “the hard way,” by sitting inside
one’s own boredom. The Buddhists would be proud: We are back
sitting on the cushion counting our breaths, trying not to let the fire-
storm of pedestrian thoughts which take up most of our waking lives
intrude upon the experience. Oh, are we still watching the light glimmer
on that wall? Is the camera still moving oh so slowly down that
hallway? How long do we have to wait before we can see a picture of
another tree, or will the entire hour be dedicated to this one? Inside
these unchanging views (or, on the contrary, views which changed too
quickly to be registered except as jolts inside the body) there was a
solidarity of attention being summoned. If you can watch this very slow
thing happen for as long as it “really” takes (the water is dripping,
slowly dripping), then... 

There was always that promise, each film was a veil promising,
forever promising. I had imagined that it was exactly this attention,
this promise, that would make better people of us all. How strange (or
is it strange?) to find that the avatars of this attention are invariably
white and overwhelmingly male (yes, we are back in the geek kingdom,
I have swapped my chain mail and toy soldiers for avant movie
nights). How stern and unforgiving this attention is, and how well I
remember watching yet another festival experiment which insistently
paired difficult Canadian short movies with Canadian features. Ellie
Epp’s notes in origin led off the evening, a fourteen-minute silent
movie, and because much of the audience had never experienced
silence of any kind it was taken, naturally enough, as a personal
affront and outrage. The theatre was so loud by the end of the film it
was as if the movie hadn’t started yet at all. And of course it hadn’t. At
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some point, midway through this episodic landscape portrait which is
also a return home, bringing the attention she learned in London (and
other rigorous seats of learning) back to familiar haunts, a voice cried
out into the not-so silence: “I give up! It was me, I sold the secrets to
the Russians.” Everyone laughed except its maker, who must have
wondered how a movie showing to a couple of hundred people in a
dark room could be so invisible.

Karl Kels wrote to me: “I love to hear the sound of people laughing
during my films, it means they are understanding. So tell me: in the
museum, newly wakened to the possibilities of pictures that move — are
they laughing? Or are they chortling away at the festival, buried in the
so many delights on offer?”

I understand and respect the white male (and female) geeks who
uphold a rigorous attention; that is my home, it is where I am from.
But I am no longer part of that family. I don’t feel at home in the new
attentions either, the ones that flit from picture to picture, the senses
jogged and bumped and nudged but to what end? I cannot discount the
experience of those who might light upon this work for the first time,
however, who knows what revolution of one might be still occurring in
the darkened halls of Osnabruck or Vila do Conde? What I am feeling
though, as I make my own narrow-minded way across the terrain of
these fests and galleries is that, like Ellie’s movie, most of what is on
display is simply invisible to those who are attending. Either people
don’t have the chops to understand what they’re looking at, or else
they’ve seen everything and the present display item looks like
borrowed goods. 

Ellie Epp again:

In Vancouver there were a lot of women artists doing multimedia work, a

very intense community of writers and photographers. There were readings

and Sunday afternoon salons with exquisite attention and devastating judg-

ments of each other’s work and being. These small groups of people

worked ferociously and competitively, driving each other on. You always

have particular groups of people who are your points of tension, that

you feel you’re up to in your work. What was wonderful about it was that

you could bring in anything as far out as you could find to do, and there

would be fine attention for it.
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Every group has its secret decoder ring and handshake, the obscure
things held in common, the glue that creates the third person. Why not
difficult movies? And from the raised attentions of this group there
might yet occur some spurring of creative ambitions, to try harder, to
push the work “forward” knowing that it will one day appear in front
of the know-it-alls, the wounded cynics who have made a habit and
life’s work of disliking anything new. But perhaps this is all more
Oedipal spew, more paternal agons. The accumulating porn gaze, the
stroll in the mall, is this what we have to look forward to in our
dotage? I agree that a great deal of invention has been applied to the
making of pictures and very little to showing, and that the gallery fore-
grounds exactly this question of presentation, but these inert modernist
death houses, is this where I have to go and sit on hard benches and
watch pictures strobe by?

I am running out of steam, the snow is piling up at the window, I
have to go out and shovel soon. What if the point of these festival
moments and gallery momentums is not the staging of pictures but the
backdrop to conversation? Perhaps they exist primarily as social sites
where the like-minded might engage and interact. And who knows what
brave new thought might be born amidst the party chatter and gratis
drinks? But please, do elaborate, tell me more about how the site of
exhibition might be rethought, how you might be thinking of your own
production in this light for instance. Where are you headed? 

YB: But I am not asking you to withdraw from your viewing habits.
I am only saying that today there exists other ways to deal with images
and these uses refer to an understanding of image that doesn’t belong to
the same territory. They encompass other domains. I presume you have
often seen the way designers or architects deal with moving images.
This has nothing to do with the way a traditional filmmaker thinks
about the sequencing of images or spaces. The image seems to be driven
by forces other than narrative, and respond to logics that are nowhere
seen even within experimental films or video art. We could say we are
in a new land.

Video games stage moving images in a manner shared by a lot of
contemporary installations: they produce a feeling of immersion. You
might say rightfully that this impression of immersion contradicts my
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assertion that we have to learn how to disengage from the way we have
been looking at moving pictures. This is a real challenge because it
means investigating why we are making and consuming a certain type
of moving image. Also we (I) should question the ideologies that these
forms and films are promoting within their image fascination.

I am concerned about the fact that as makers we tend to privilege
moving images for their own sake. We tend to reify them, even to
fetishize. What do we fetishize within the image? As a programmer I have
seen filmmakers who could not tolerate any light disruption, others
could not face the fact that their image was not seen in pristine conditions.
No doubt it has always been important to fight and impose the best
screening conditions for the work. But what does this willingness to have
the best condition portend? Is this another quest for impossible perfection?
Or simply a matter of self-respect? There is still something buzzing here
which has to do with “in the name of what are we privileging these
forms of ritual?” Many contemporary artists work according to these
same premises and expect to have the best quality for their installation.
In that case the money spent within the installation guarantees the artistic
validity of the work. But that is something else again.

Can’t we admit multiple ways to apprehend moving images and
stop thinking that our habits of viewing, and the works which sustain
that viewing, mark a horizon of experience? Are we waiting (in the
avant) for adherence? This expectation is imperialist in its expectation
as much as in its development. We think of the image as adhesion and
we make of this adherence a condition of its existence.

One of the things I appreciate are those screenings which take place
at home, sharing with people, showing work at a rate which follows
only our feelings. As you experienced the last time you were in Paris,
we can concentrate despite the conditions. It seems that we accept,
along with our audience, the technical environment we have, without
claiming the very best. This situation might lead to some unspecific
attitude, and we experience something that has to do with sharing. Not
exhibiting, not demonstrating, but sharing. In this case, the screening
experience becomes like a workshop situation where an exchange takes
place. Depending on the circumstances, it might even bring about new
work. But here at last we are no longer in the format of the screening
that we both have described such as the festival or the mall. We are in a
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private sphere where cinema (films and videos) is shown to an audience
that has gathered itself. Many artists have similar experiences in what-
ever medium they apply themselves to. But I would like to take the
opportunity of these screenings to set up some theoretical exchanges
and investigate the uses of cinema that we are facing today.

I have the feeling that we need not only to see works properly
sometimes, but most of all we need to think about what it is to make
these works today. The quantity of works is such that we have to create
anew the receptive conditions of these works. We can keep on repeating
ourselves. In speaking of repetition I mean filmic forms as well as the
conditions of screening. Cinema is not any longer what we have known,
and that is not sad! Film has become democratic to such an extent that
it invades the city walls, the mall, and any screens we have access to.
Can we continue making the same type of works that belongs to a past
epoch, to certain types of political and social conditions? Can we
sustain the same old fascination for a Work (of art) as it was in
previous times? Can we still perpetuate this film form as a reproduction
“du Grand Oeuvre” according to canonical forms. With this in mind
the figure of the genius reappears validating the Work done! And the
persistence of these figures annoys me, to say the least, because it is as
if within the film world we are perpetuating some of those ancestral
figures.

Indeed, the differences in these practices are reflected in our own
difficulties, trying to converse on what is cinema today. Using text not
to tell a story but to create an argument. This multiplicity of attitudes
leads to a questioning and resistance of dominant forms of screening
and watching films. As Warhol liked people speaking when his films
were on (a very “Cagean” attitude), videomakers sometimes carry a
similar approach that questions the notion of authority. Rafael França,
a Brazilian video maker in the 1980s, said, “There is no point trying to
reproduce the environment of the cinema for video art, I think video art
must be watched on television in your sitting room with light on and
people chatting.” It is important to take into account these possibilities
which are other realities. Erik Satie with his so-called Furniture Music
(musique d’ameublement), or Brian Eno with his Discreet Music are
dealing with similar issues, except that with sound it might be easier to
be distracted and have a kind of easy listening, a listening without
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quality. But isn’t this exactly what people are doing when switching on
television or radios as soon they arrive home? This music is no less
interesting and permits both attention and non-attention. Can’t we
imagine this in cinema? Silence is not a screening requirement, only a
social practice. I remember Paul Sharits commenting loudly on some of
his films as they were showing, remarking on the melodies and hues of
colour that occurred at certain frequencies of flicker. There are some
works which require a detailed attention and investment, and for some
this investment will be led by impulses alternately narrative, or poetical,
or novelty, or the inflections of something personal.

In the early eighties there were not a lot of places showing experi-
mental films, or more importantly, focusing on different trends emerging
in the field at that time. My programming at Scratch was born of this
necessity; we needed these hard-core screenings (as you put it) in France.
No doubt there was this need to start from Scratch, and to make some
distance from the pristine print, the perfect film...scratched. The venue
was not overcrowded, filmmakers and fans constituted the audience.
Most often screenings were followed by question and answers and then
we ate together, makers and interested members of the audience. If I
had to think about a way to create a place to show films today, I
would have to question the necessity of such screenings. I don’t want to
add another venue, another window on the shopping list. It seems more
important to contextualize, or produce a place to think about what we
make and what we show. What is at stake somehow today is not so
much the availability, despite the technical conditions, than a platform
to talk, to critique. But mostly we need to refathom the screening.
The staging of the moving image in the contemporary arts or within the
entertainment industries (one has to understand film as a part of the
cultural industries) has shown how we tend, as filmmakers, to maintain
a certain type of authority within the production of our images, while
we are not that keen on questioning the site of its reception. We tend
to maintain the status quo. Does that mean we should make different
work? That might be an answer, but the fact the question arises is
already a sign of this shift. We are no longer satisfied with the repro-
duction/repetition of works that we have enjoyed in the past.

At the Viper Festival in 1992 (was it?) Peter Tscherkassky said that
it was no longer necessary to make new images but to recycle and
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reinterpret what already existed. This statement could be applied to the
way we think about staging moving images. What I want to emphasize
here is that we should invest in the context of our exhibiting and not
take it for granted. We can’t pretend the theatre is a neutral space. It
distributed and maintained a type of production and display that the
museum, not to mention the web, is challenging for better or worse.

We seem to focus on one side of this hybridization of cinema within
the arts. Cinema has become part of museum culture, no longer “the
thing which can’t fit into their collection,” as Chris Dercon named it in
the early 1990s. Filmmakers have been busy converting their experience
into objects for sale through installations, frame enlargements, photo-
graphic studies. This is another way in which market forces are leading
the way in exhibition practices. It demonstrates further the lengths film-
makers are willing to go in order to be part of this cultural industry.

What we need is not so much an encyclopedic knowledge than a
re-articulation of this knowledge inside programming. We don’t need to
reproduce what is already on offer at the festival or the archives with
their extensive nationalist retrospectives, or genre investigations, which
dries up any creative spirit into a dusty compendium. To what end are
such vast amounts of pictures being put on display?

Many festivals and museums have taken advantage of the perfor-
mative aspect of film, working live, and this seems to exceed the way
we had thought about film. Now it has been reborn as spectacle.
Monumentality and special events have become routine within festival
and museum programs. Is this what we were born for?

MH: Our friend Caspar Stracke has recently commissioned a series of
remixes for a movie made nearly ten years ago, Circle’s Short Circuit.
For its tenth anniversary, he hopes to unveil a brand new version de-
composed by filmmakers and musicians, on dvd of course, along with
the “old” version. As someone who has been busy diving off the analog
cliff for some years now, and who has embraced the digital abyss lying
in wait below, he has been long committed (and by accident) to making
multiple versions of his projects, and Circle was no exception. It was
exhibited as an endlessly projected film “loop,” as festival fave, and
then massively re-edited and re-released in mostly private forms (oh
look, a package from Caspar, what could this be?). In fact, most of
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those who have “seen” this movie have a memory of versions that no
longer exist (but which may be contained as digital shadows and haunt-
ings in the memory of the present version). 

There is no final, definitive, fixed form. 
Yes, Ken Jacob’s Star Spangled to Death leaps to mind, not to

mention “silent” movies (which were never very silent, I think true
silent films only began in the 1960s) that featured an ever-changing live
accompaniment. For each of Caspar’s versions there have been appro-
priate windows of exhibition, though showing a feature length bonbon
as willfully fragmented as Circles is a hard slog. And what festival
might be willing to commit an entire program to a single artist knowing
(or suspecting) that what they are receiving is not the thing itself, but a
work in progress, a movie still in the midst of becoming? But at least
these versioned accounts refashion notions of production and exhibition
at the same time, imagining they belong together. 

Perhaps this is also occurring now at a great rate with the bum’s
rush for gallery rosters: pick me, pick me! Once a gallery calls, and
sooner or later it seems the call is nearly inevitable, questions of space
and picture deployment and what is appropriate in what context, in
short all the usual questions of “art,” come crawling to the fore. What
remains unfortunate is the way these considerations remain, as you’ve
already noted, part of a market-driven consensus. This year we’re
feeling big on galleries. And next? What happens when gallery owners
decide that painting is not dead after all, or realize that no one has the
patience to sit through all that motion picture time-taking? Will artists
be content to herd along to the next brave new paradigm? Though
given the low level of support in all aspects of the fringe movie ghetto
we both seem attached to, like an umbilical cord with a reverse flow,
any possibility must be fully exercised, particularly if it offers the slim
vantage of return.

What if we took Peter Tscherkassky’s dictum to mean that a
reworking of his own oeuvre is in order? Would that be alright? Or is it
only alright to appropriate work by “them” (corporate medias past and
present)? The Jihlava Doc Fest recently began an initiative to make
documentary movies available online for a modest sum. They asked if I
might be interested and I agreed, but on a couple of conditions. Instead
of the lengthy copyright notice that lies below each selection, I asked
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that they publish a text that encouraged both the downloading and
remixing of my movies. This movie file represents one form amongst
others, temporarily optimal for me, but I’m sure viewers could uncover
arrangements more suitable to their own seeing.

Here is just another version of the active audience, granted at last
a democracy of means. No more heroes or pedestals, or great artist
narratives. Instead, a shared motion picture commons that can be
plundered alike, and reshared in new versions once that’s complete. Is
there a catch to this happy hippy dream? Fuck yes. It requires an awful
lot of work and who has the time? But for those who do…

The “active spectator” required by avant movies is akin to an artist
at work, someone busy putting together fragments, or tearing them
apart, or adding associations, thoughtful digressions, hopes. The secret
and utopian hope of so much fringe work is to turn the audience into
artists, all of whom are heading in their own direction. Never mind
consensus, forget about “we” all wanting the same thing, it’s every one
for themselves in there, in the dreamed dark where theatres are turning
their backs on multinational giants for an evening or two to make room
for some local light. Or more likely from the digital cast of the home
computer. 

To make work at home and then to show it there, does this mean
lying over the time bomb of the personal computer while it explodes?
Oh yes, and it feels so good. It already feels like normal. I loved sitting
in your studio room with the blinds drawn and waiting as the projector
heated up and the early technical glitches were sorted, the Jerusalem
pride montage at last replaced by ones you had made yourself. When
I worked at Canadian Filmmakers as the person responsible for
distributing artist’s movies, the screenings I liked first and best were
those I undertook alone. I could finally stop worrying that whoever else
was in the room would find the work too long or short or unsatisfying.
It was not my work on display, but I feel particularly sensitive to the
impatient shufflings of a crowd (perhaps it is a final maternal impulse?).
In those days, screening alone meant threading up a movie and then
rushing in to see it once the academy leader was properly focused.
Today it’s as simple as laying a silver disc into the computer and sitting
back. Is there any reason to leave this precious seat? What a comfortable
prison I am busy making for myself here. And now there are difficult
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movies to make the time bomb even more resolute. But I can’t help
feeling that your conjuring of a home movie exhibition with its alterna-
tive family of friends and visitors, a post-Oedipal family (sans père), is
also a kind of giving up or giving in. Oh it’s too much trouble, never
mind, let’s just do it here. When I was in Manhattan last, a hundred
years ago, I ran into a buzz of young art things who were busy
converting moments of their domestic space into “galleries” (rooftops
and fire escapes, coat closets and living rooms). 

It was welcome enough to leave behind the pretend neutrality of
the gallery and wade through someone’s impressive shoe collection
in order to see the art, but it left me longing for the anonymous
alienation that invariably accompanies larger gestures. I want to come
and go like a phantom, melting back into walls which are hardly able
to contain the mad flickering of someone’s frame-at-a-time dream. Yes,
I am still longing for the darkness of the theatre, the darkness of my
own life, the place where I can be lost without risk, infantilized as an
adult, the rules suspended, the mind (what mind?) adrift. Occupy me,
possess me, take me.

I have been working for the past year on a movie about my friend
Mark, my once editor for half a dozen years before his sudden and
unexpected death last April. In place of the life I had already grown
tired of, I adopted his, visiting family and friends, and soon enough
began working on a memorial. If I was a flower arranger or ornitholo-
gist, bouquets and bird sightings would have been enough, but lacking
these talents I turned again to pictures. In a couple of months “we” will
get together, the we made possible by his death, those so many of us
who had been kept in Mark’s separate time capsules. We will talk about
him and raise a glass and watch some of the home movie footage I’ve
gathered over the past months, which show astonishing and elementary
moments of Mark walking through a forest, eating breakfast, sitting on
an airplane. Who makes movies of things like this?

The movie I have been working towards will not be shown on this
occasion. Is it because that is for strangers, while for those who knew
him these home movie markers are more than enough? And where might
it be “appropriate” for such an experience to be convened, I mean, the
act of sharing, of projecting my friend into the eyes of the unmet? 

You’re right, I’ve assumed the theatre all along, the night which
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never ends. It may be the only place where he is able to live again; once
more able to jump up on rocks and walk his dog and feed the ferals.
Though perhaps once we have allowed the dissipating gaze of the video
game to enter us, grieving itself will prove hopelessly old fashioned, and
along with it the incessant building of memorials.

In my country eleven people take their life each day. The favourite
method is hanging. I don’t know how many others died on Mark’s last
day, or how many others chose hanging. Who will make movies about
them and when will we have time to see them? What was their colour
of choice or the song they each would have picked to carry them out of
this world? Is someone listening or can I just multi-task that in while I
catch up on the news and do some email and watch part of a new dvd
and make dinner. What’s your name again? What’s mine? 

No picture will show enough, or do more than to mark the outline
of where he isn’t any longer. A recent email from a university comrade
asking after his whereabouts led me, a year after his death, to break the
news once again. Mark’s long ago friend immediately turned to the
solace of YouTube, finding Mark’s postings there, the rescued animal
vids and vegan upholdings and transsexual treats. So perhaps the
theatre is no longer necessary, and we might remake any moment of
our image delivery system into a funerary pyre. Not a memorial service
but a video game with customized avatars, a ringtone with the sound of
her voice on it, calling from the other side. When I think back on
certain centuries there are only one or two people still left there, the
others are dust on my windowsill. And I am looking forward to my
future night too, when I can follow a warm current and land on
someone’s sill, or fall mote-like into a stranger’s eye as they crane
toward a last visible star. There is a shudder at my back I can hardly
feel, a flicker past my lids. What is this: the cinema?
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Complaints
by Mike Hoolboom



Let me begin with a confession: I love the sound of artists complaining.
It’s an acquired taste, I know, like Japanoise or free jazz, but over the
years I’ve grown more than used to it, hearing it less as the embittered
protest of exclusion than as a kind of music, a song as sweet and
tuneful as anything by Neina or Mozart. So I’d like to offer my own
complaint here with this single qualification: that no earnest someone
try to resolve it. Some mornings, this song is all I’ve got. And I can’t
have anyone taking that away.

Let me begin with a confession: I’ve been pretty lucky, granted
that rarest and most precious of all gifts that might come to an artist.
A second chance. For years I banged against the unyielding walls of
film, sat with the emulsion running between my fingers wondering
when the perfect beautiful movies that ran inside might one day find
their way onscreen. It never happened. But then one day, just by chance
(which most artists consult like a road-map or atlas), I was offered a
residency, a new home, and a warm seat by the computer, and I began
my affair (I’m reluctant, even now, to think of it as a marriage) with
video. Video was my second chance. No more spending my rent money
on a few minutes of footage that had to be played and replayed in the
long months after, searching for signs of an inner life. In video, there is no
longer any need to produce pictures: others have already done that with
alarming speed and skill. If film meant production, video is reproduction.
There is time to find a place for all those pictures, to work out pleasing
arrangements. I had graduated from Michael Snow to Martha Stewart. 

As a video artist, I try to make work the best way I can, and once
it’s finished I get right down on the floor. You can find most of us here,
the ones who have found their way to the tail credits, crawling and
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kneeling and bending in a style that would have made old-time dance
maestros like Busby Berkeley clap with joy. The truth is, after the work is
over, I like to submit. I offer my work to festivals and curators, bending
low for the kicks. I try to think of this is a kind of psychic balancing.
After exerting some kind of supposed mastery over the picture (which of
course is no real mastery at all), it’s time to give it all away again.

When I turn to the programmer I find them busy grazing the field,
chewing up everything in sight. The programmer is the monster of the
now, the living encyclopedia, the one who has seen it all. They are
Bentham’s panopticon come to life, stuffed to bursting with second 
hand experience and arcane facts. They combine the obsessive minutia
of a fan (True or false? Kenneth Anger toured Canada for three years
wearing a New York Rangers jersey, which he had altered to read “anger”)
with the totalizing command of a true professional. So while they might
find my work too large or small, weak-willed and insubstantial, they’re
invariably eager to see it simply because they want to see everything.

The programmer is a glutton.
What I am hoping for of course is the equivalent of an aesthetic

tummy tuck. I want my work to appear a bit leaner and more toned than
it really is. But almost inevitably, the programmer/surgeon insists on
putting genitals where the face belongs; they graft arms onto the chest of
the work; they put the feet on backwards. In this misshapen state my
work, and most others who insist (why? why?) on making short
film/vids, are cast against the screen, largely invisible even in the act of
projection, working at cross purposes, like strangers stuck in an elevator.

This congregation of errors would never last in other fields.
Imagine paper that dissolved as soon as it received ink or home
designers who put toilets in place of the front door. But in the land of
fringe media, these errors have become commonplace. Of course the
program is too long, begins well after the announced time, suffers from
terrible projection, and collects the work with the eye of a dazed
kindergarten student. Or worse: the movies are gathered to make “an
argument,” little soldiers marshaled in illustration of an idea (ideas, of
course, are always more important than emotions, stories, flow.)

For many years I sat huddled with others, our butts turned to
cardboard, grimly content in the knowledge that this was the last
screening of fringe movies in the world. That’s why it had to be
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so long. There would never be another chance, no tomorrows. This
evening was the last stand, and we held between us the last hope of a
cinema so small it threatened always to vanish entirely. I can’t help
being reminded of those folks who gather their belongings, their fami-
lies and friends, and made their way to the mountaintops, waiting for
the world to end at the turn of the first millennium, every gesture of
the natural world a sign of imminent, complete catastrophe. How
disappointing to have to return to those abandoned homes when the
appointed day turned just like every other one, while old habits which
used to sustain personality seem hardly worth taking up again. 

One day I got tired of the world ending.
I think I know why programs are generally sub-optimal. It’s very

simple really. Programmers almost never watch the programs they place
before their audience. They’re too busy. In the midst of seeing every-
thing they jot down titles and names, plucked from the vagaries of
memory. There’s just no time to see all that again (the programmer has
a particular horror in watching work for a second time, not when
there’s so much more to see! And even while the show rolls they’re far
too busy to attend, trying to console artists, placate funders, deal with
the vomit crisis in the bathroom). The programmer never sees the
program; that task is left to its audience. And of course, the audience’s
response is never considered a reflection on the program, but on the
work and artists themselves. The program remains invisible to the
programmer, both as they jot it down and set it into motion, and
afterwards, at the bar, where the real talking goes on.

Some of my best friends are programmers. While I am in a nearly
constant state of lazy arousal when we speak (I am still young enough
to imagine my friends are the most beautiful and brilliant of them all)
their programs never give me a hard-on. I’ve stopped wondering why.

When I’m down on the floor submitting, and the shiny dark toes I
see in front of me belong not to a programmer but a curator, the
situation changes. Curators are always attached to architecture and
space, they are keepers of the frame. The situation most enjoy (or is it
only habit and inertia?) is the gallery. My favourite thing to do is to slip
into galleries between shows, when the walls are perfectly blank. What
I am met with are exactly two kinds of hope. The first is a narcissist’s
hope that one day, perhaps, I might have a place on these walls. But
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after the first thirty or forty shows (“Hmm, I’m not here either...”) this
has pretty much faded, giving way to another, more substantial hope.
What I want is an art that will show me, demonstrate to me, initiate me
into new kinds of happiness. Better still if it might transmit the thing
itself, allow me to leave the white cube with some new capacity, an
undreamt orifice of pleasure. Usually I am disappointed. I am
confronted by objects and events that are so much less than what I
need. And while I am heartened, sometimes, by the introduction of
motion pictures in the gallery space, I know that these flickers are just
shadows of the infinite cinema which lies on those white walls, which
are the addition of all colour and sound, all pictures. It seems we are
always condemned, as viewers, to watching something less. At the same
time we are cruelly reminded, surrounded by all that blank drywall that
the infinite is just around the corner.

I think of this work, this art, as something that gets in the way of
my hope. It is a stain on my expectation, part of an excremental culture
(So many objects! Such a rich variety of disappointment!), which leads
me inevitably to this conclusion:

The curator is the one who shits in public.
Whether the work is thrilling or banal, the curator is made to sit in

the mess, there’s no escaping it, and this offers at least the possibility of
reflection, asking what happened and why.

There’s one other thing. When I began making small movies there
seemed little difference between the most well-heeled amongst us and
the very bottom. There were few fests and fewer avant safe houses,
those grubby microcinemas run on potato chips and good faith where
the same band of disaffected beer drinkers could be counted on to sit
through just about anything. There just wasn’t much to get, then, so a
first-timer could enjoy the same visibility as someone like, say, Joyce
Wieland. Being completely ignored offered us enormous freedom, and
of course, the thrilling feel of exclusion, and not belonging. Oh yes, we
were outsiders, alright. You see? We can walk anywhere, do anything,
and no one notices at all. We held our invisibility to us like a shield.

With the entry of the motion picture into the gallery system this has
changed. There are some select few whose work is not simply visible,
but ubiquitous, benchmarks for the field. They have books, and monster
shows, and a commanding global presence. Some are really sculptors or
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painters, but along the way they’ve stooped to pick up a Bolex, or had
someone else do the stooping, and cranked out a little conceptual
bonbon. These figure prominently in the new, rewritten, state of the art.
Never mind that some poor avantiste in a city no one can find on a map
performed the same ablutions with her wind-up camera twenty years
before. She made the terrible mistake of only making movie art, while
the other one, the sculptor say, is clearly on the side of galleried angels.

There are the gallery artistes, and then the others, the ones who
continue to toil in the near invisibility of the festival circuit, where their
work jams with other small moments, largely ignored, passing by even
quicker than its projection speed. And then there are those who can’t
even get their work into the circuits which presently exist, the off-off-
off broadways of the media world, who have decided to go internet, or
project behind a friend’s band, in living rooms, and in bars. All of this
is the underclass, created on the one hand by the art world, and on the
other by a digital technology which has made the generation of motion
pictures easier than ever. Clearly, there are too many images made in
some parts of the globe, while others remain woefully unrepresented. 

Atop this mound of too many makers the programmer can be
found, busily lifting up each dark corner, looking, restlessly looking at
everything. While the curator may be seen closer to the bottom of the
pile, squeezing out a dump, the experience already distilled somehow,
rarefied and recoded. So what do I want? I only want what everyone
else wants. I want everything. And of course, hasty and impatient (tele-
vision has trained me well), I want it all now. But in the end, only
programmers and curators get what they want, despite the frustrations
of institutional imperatives, corporate nightmares, impossible boards.
At the end of the day, the work (is it too much to say it is their work
which is on display?) is there for all to see, while the artists wait at the
door, tirelessly submitting, singing our songs of complaint. 

If only I didn’t find the music so satisfying. My work, the work of
my peers, often finds its resting place and resolution in this music. Sure
it’s not enough, but that’s just the point isn’t it? If the shameless acts of
display and exhibition were satisfaction itself, the music would have to
stop. The complaining would end. And this is where we’re prepared to
draw the (bottom) line. This far and no further. You can’t take this away
from us. This is the winter, spring, summer, and fall of our discontent.
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